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FADE IN:

EXT.CAFE-DAY

SALLY-26, white, short,brown hair,average

CAITLYN-25, white, medium length reddish blond hair, average

SALLY and CAITLYN sitting at a table discussing CAITLYN’S

new job.Both keep taking sips on the glass of lemonade that

is sitting in front of them as they talk.

SALLY

So, Caitlyn I got you a job as a

personal assistant to a

model/actor.

CAITLYN traces her finger on the outside of her glass, she

doesn’t seem very enthused about the job.

CAITLYN

I don’t know Sally, that really

wasn’t the job I was hoping to get

for my internship.

SALLY

Come on Caitlyn, just give it a

try.

CAITLYN looking at the table.

CAITLYN

Alright, I will try it.

SALLY

(excited)

You will love it.

SALLY and CAITLYN leave the cafe. They head to the model

studio to meet the guy CAITLYN will be working for.

INT. MODELING STUDIO-DAY

SALLY and CAITLYN stand there watching the model.

SALLY

Caitlyn, that is him.

SALLY points to NATHAN who is finishing up his model shoot.

NATHAN-27, white, spiky, brown hair, muscular, athletic

build

(CONTINUED)
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NATHAN walks over to SALLY and CAITLYN as he wipes the sweat

off of his head with a towel.

SALLY

(shaking Nathans hand)

Hi, I’m Sally.

NATHAN

(smiling)

Hi, Sally I’m Nathan Jackson.

NATHAN turns to CAITLYN and smiles

NATHAN

And who might you be?

CAITLYN reaches out and shakes NATHANS hand

CAITLYN

I’m Caitlyn, your new assistant.

When NATHANS hand touches CAITLYN’S she feels a shock go

through her body, her heart starts racing.

NATHAN

(smiling)

Really?

CAITLYN just stares at NATHAN, she doesn’t say a word. She

just stands there in a trance

SALLY

Yes, she is.

SALLY nudges CAITLYN and laughs

CAITLYN

Oh, sorry.

NATHAN

(laughing)

It is nice to meet you.

CAITLYN

Likewise.

SALLY,NATHAN, and CAITLYN head of of the studio and to the

parking lot
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EXT. STUDIO PARKING LOT-AFTERNOON

SALLY

Well, I got to go. Have a good day.

CAITLYN seems a little shocked that SALLY is leaving so

quick, but she don’t want to seem nervous

CAITLYN

Alright, bye.

CAITLYN hugs SALLY

SALLY leaves

NATHAN and CAITLYN get into NATHANS car

INT/EXT. NATHANS CAR-AFTERNOON

CAITLYN is nervous being alone with NATHAN

INT. NATHANS LIVING ROOM-EVENING

NATHAN hands CAITLYN a palm pilot

NATHAN

This is for keeping me on schedule.

CAITLYN

Oh alright, I will make sure I keep

you on track.

NATHAN

Let me show you to your room.

NATHAN and CAITLYN head upstairs and down the hall. They

stop in front of a door.

NATHAN

This will be your room.

NATHAN opens the door and they walk inside.

INT. CAITLYN’S BEDROOM-EVENING

CAITLYN

(amazed)

Wow.

(CONTINUED)
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NATHAN

(smiling)

You like it?

CAITLYN

(smiling)

Like it? I love it.

NATHAN

I’m glad. My room is just down the

hall if you need anything. I will

let you get settled and dinner will

be ready in an hour.

CAITLYN starts unpacking, then sends a text to SALLY

CAITLYN

(texting)

Thanks so much for getting me this

job,Nathan is amazing.

CAITLYN exits the room and heads downstairs.

INT. NATHANS KITCHEN-LATE EVENING

NATHAN

Hi again, you all settled now.

CAITLYN sits near NATHAN

CAITLYN

Yes.

NATHAN

Have you looked at the schedule for

tomorrow?

CAITLYN

A little bit, you have a screen

test tomorrow?

CAITLYN looks at NATHAN confused

NATHAN

(laughing)

Yes, it is for an upcoming movie,

to see if I would be a good actor

for it.

CAITLYN

Oh, I see. That is cool.

(CONTINUED)
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NATHAN

(laughing)

You have never done this before

have you?

CAITLYN

(blushing)

No, but that doesn’t mean I can’t

do it.

NATHAN

(laughing)

I’m sure you will do fine.

INT. OUTSIDE NATHANS ROOM-MORNING

CAITLYN knocks on the door.

CAITLYN

Nathan, It’s Caitlyn, are you up?

it is 8am.

NATHAN

Yes, Caitlyn. I am up. Thank you.

INT. KITCHEN-MORNING

MARIA-40, dark hair, Hispanic

MARIA cooking breakfast

MARIA

Good Morning, Ms. Caitlyn.

CAITLYN sits at the table as the cook MARIA serves her

breakfast.

CAITLYN

Thank you Maria.

MARIA

Your Welcome Caitlyn.

NATHAN enters the room and sits down

NATHAN

Hi Maria, Hi Caitlyn.

CAITLYN

Hello.

(CONTINUED)
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MARIA

Hi Mr. Jackson.

MARIA puts NATHANS breakfast on the table

NATHAN

Thank you Maria.

NATHAN looks at CAITLYN

NATHAN

So Caitlyn, are you ready for your

first day.

CAITLYN

As ready as I will ever be.

NATHAN

(laughing)

You will be fine.

CAITLYN has a hard time trying not to stare at NATHAN. She

finds him extremely attractive, she likes how is tight shirt

shows off his abs. CAITLYN sits there daydreaming for quite

sometime.

NATHAN

Caitlyn, are you alright?

CAITLYN snaps back to reality and her face turns red

CAITLYN

(blushing)

Huh? Yes, I’m sorry. I am fine.

NATHAN

(laughing)

It is 10am, we should get going.

CAITLYN looks at her watch and jumps up out of the chair

CAITLYN

Yes, of course. Lets go.

CAITLYN and NATHAN head outside.

EXT. NATHANS DRIVEWAY- MORNING

NATHAN and CAITLYN head to the car
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INT./EXT. NATHANS SUV-MORNING

CAITLYN and NATHAN head to the screen test.

INT. MOVIE STUDIO/SCREENPLAY WAITING ROOM-MORNING

CAITLYN sits there taking phone calls and making

appointments, while NATHAN is having the screen test.

NATHAN comes out after about an hour and they head back to

the car.

CAITLYN

So how did it go?

NATHAN

It went well they said they will

let me know next week.

CAITLYN

That’s great.

EXT. STUDIO PARKING LOT-NOON

CAITLYN and NATHAN head back to the car

INT./EXT. NATHANS SUV-NOON

CAITLYN

Oh, you have a few appointments.

People kept calling I hope it’s

alright that I made them.

NATHAN

(laughing)

Of course it is, that’s what you

are for. What are they? I have to

meet with the producer for lunch

too.

CAITLYN looks at her palm pilot.

CAITLYN

Alright, You have a1pm tomorrow

with someone named Marissa Donovan.

NATHAN is quiet when MARRISSA’S name is mentioned, he just

gets a weird look on he face.

(CONTINUED)
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CAITLYN

Um, is she a friend?

NATHAN

Not really she is more of an

acquaintance.

CAITLYN

Oh, Do you want me to cancel?

NATHAN

No, I meet with her once a month

for business.

They are quiet for the rest of the ride. NATHAN stops in

front of a restaurant.

NATHAN

Are you hungry?

CAITLYN

Yes, a little bit.

INT. RESTAURANT-AFTERNOON

They went into the restaurant and sat down.

The waitress came over and gave them their menus, it is

quiet until after the order.

NATHAN

So Caitlyn, tell me a little bit

about yourself.

CAITLYN

Well, what would you like to know?

NATHAN

Well how old are you?

CAITLYN

25, and yourself?

NATHAN

27, So what are your interests or

hobbies?

CAITLYN

Um, I like pretty much anything. I

like outdoors stuff, I like art,

um, pretty much anything.

(CONTINUED)
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NATHAN

Yeah, me too. So what is your

major?

CAITLYN

Business management.

NATHAN

Wow, That’s great.

CAITLYN

What about you? Did you go to

college or anything?

NATHAN

Actually I did, I have a degree in

engineering.

CAITLYN

Really? Wow.

CAITLYN was shocked NATHAN had it all. Looks, brains,

manners, money. He was every girls dream guy.

They got their food and ate then they left.

INT./EXT. NATHANS CAR-AFTERNOON.

NATHAN and CAITLYN headed back to the house.

INT. NATHANS HOUSE-EVENING

CAITLYN goes to freshen up, take shower and get ready for

dinner.

CAITLYN comes downstairs and sits on the chair across from

NATHAN who is sitting on the couch.

CAITLYN

So do you want to go over the

agenda for tomorrow?

NATHAN

Of course, come sit here and we

will look at it.

CAITLYN sits beside NATHAN on the couch.

CAITLYN is uncomfortable being so close to NATHAN. She is

really nervous.

(CONTINUED)
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CAITLYN shows NATHAN the palm pilot. She shows he has a

meeting at 9am, lunch with the producer and a meeting with

Marrissa at 1pm.

While they are going over the agenda NATHAN reached to point

at something on the palm pilot and he accidentally touches

CAITLYN’S hand.

CAITLYN jerks back quick like she had been shocked.

NATHAN

Are you alright?

CAITLYN

(blushing)

Yes, I am fine. You also have a 4pm

photo shoot tomorrow.

NATHAN

Alright, So a pretty busy day then

huh?

CAITLYN

Yes, It will be very busy tomorrow.

MARIA announces dinner is ready.

NATHAN and CAITLYN go eat then go to bed.

INT.NATHANS KITCHEN-MORNING

CAITLYN walks in. NATHAN is already eating breakfast

NATHAN

(smiling)

You look nice.

CAITLYN

(smiling)

Thanks, So do you.

CAITLYN sits down as MARIA brings her breakfast.

She eats then her and NATHAN leave.

INT. LOBBY-MORNING

NATHAN is in a meeting.

CAITLYN is taking calls sitting in the lobby waiting on him

to come out.
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After he comes out they head to the lunch meeting with the

producer.

INT.RESTAURANT- NOON

They sit around talking and eating.

It goes well then NATHAN and CAITLYN leave.

INT.NATHANS SUV-AFTERNOON

NATHAN

Caitlyn, I am going to take you

back to the house and I will meet

you at the photo shoot tonight.

CAITLYN

You don’t want me at the next

meeting?

NATHAN

No, I prefer to meet with Marissa

alone, if that is alright.

CAITLYN looks confused, she don’t understand why he wants to

meet with this women alone.

CAITLYN

So how do I get to the shoot?

NATHAN

You can take one of the cars.

CAITLYN

How do I get there?

When they got home NATHAN gives CAITLYN directions then

leaves.

INT. NATHANS LIVING ROOM-AFTERNOON

CAITLYN doesn’t know what to think, she asks herself a ton

of questions such as, who is this women? is she his

girlfriend or something? why didn’t he want me there.
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INT. NATHANS CAR-EVENING

CAITLYN heads to the photo shoot, she gets lost but then

finds the place. She goes inside, she works on taking

calls and making appointment.

When NATHAN comes out to do the shoot CAITLYN looks up and

about faints.

NATHAN comes out in a pair of swimming tights, covered in

baby oil, his chest and arm muscles are more noticeable.

CAITLYN stares at him with her mouth wide open. She is in

total shock.

CAITLYN was able to control herself through the shoot then

they headed home, luckily she was in a separate car on the

way home.

INT. NATHANS HOUSE-NIGHT

CAITLYN and NATHAN have dinner then go to bed.

INT. NATHANS KITCHEN-MORNING

CAITLYN walks into the kitchen.

NATHAN

Good Morning.

CAITLYN

Morning.

CAITLYN sits down and eats. Then her and NATHAN leave.

INT. NATHANS CAR- MORNING

NATHAN

You are awfully quiet, are you

alright?

CAITLYN

Yes, I am fine.

NATHAN

(concerned)

Did I make you mad about something?

(CONTINUED)
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CAITLYN

(smiling)

No, of course not.

They were quiet the rest of the way. NATHAN seems worried

that he has done something to make CAITLYN mad.

INT. RESTAURANT-NOON

CAITLYN and NATHAN sit down with the DIRECTOR.

NATHAN agreed to do the movie. Which meant him and CAITLYN

would be heading to London next month.

After lunch they left and CAITLYN spent the rest of the day

making appointments for the rest of the month.

Time flies by fast, NATHAN and CAITLYN went to several

meetings, lunches and appointments. Then it was finally time

to head to London.

As they boarded the plane CAITLYN got nervous. She don’t

like to fly.

NATHAN

What’s wrong?

CAITLYN

Um, I don’t like to fly very much.

NATHAN

(laughing)

You will be fine.

The flight goes alright until the landing, when the plane

first hit the runway it scared CAITLYN, she went to grab the

armrest and ended up grabbing NATHANS hand instead. She

don’t know this until he says something.

NATHAN

Caitlyn?

CAITLYN

What?

NATHAN

Can I have my hand back?

CAITLYN looks down to see that she is holding NATHANS hand.

She jerks away and her face turns red.

(CONTINUED)
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CAITLYN

I’m so sorry.

NATHAN

It’s alright.

Then they get off the plane and head to the hotel.

They have separate rooms, NATHAN said they had a dinner

reservation with the producer and that it was formal.

INT. HOTEL ROOM-EVENING

CAITLYN finished getting dressed she has on a black,

strapless dress and black heels. Then she hears a knock on

the door. She answers it and sees NATHAN standing there.

NATHAN

WOW, You look amazing.

NATHAN is standing there in a black tux.

CAITLYN

Thanks, so do you.

Then they headed to the restaurant.

INT. RESTAURANT-EVENING

CAITLYN and NATHAN meet up with MR. WOOD, who was the

producer.

They sat down and eat dinner, after wards when MR.WOODS

leaves NATHAN and CAITLYN sat there talking.

NATHAN

Would you like to dance?

CAITLYN

I would love to.

They began to dance, NATHAN holds CAITLYN close to him and

she was trying not to let on how much she likes him. You can

see how being so close to him makes her blush and fidget.

After the dance they head back to the hotel.
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INT. HOTEL ROOM-NIGHT

CAITLYN decided to go to the pool and hot tub to try and

calm herself.

INT. HOTEL HOT TUB-NIGHT

CAITLYN is soaking in the hot tub when she hears the door

open, when she looks she sees NATHAN coming in.

NATHAN

Mind if I join you.

CAITLYN

No, not at all.

NATHAN walks over to the hot tub and takes off his robe. He

is wearing one of those swimming things that he wore in the

photo shoot. It is so small.

CAITLYN keeps trying not to stare at him. He gets into the

hot tub with CAITLYN.

CAITLYN

Well, I better go.

NATHAN

Have a good night.

The next few days are busy with rehearsals and filming. Well

it is late when they get to the hotel, CAITLYN goes to her

room and NATHAN to his. Right before CAITLYN headed to bed

she realized she needed NATHAN to sign some papers so she

heads to his room.

EXT. OUTSIDE NATHANS ROOM-NIGHT

CAITLYN knocks on the door.

NATHAN

(O.S.)

Come in.

INT. INSIDE NATHANS ROOM-NIGHT

NATHAN

I’ll be out in a minute.

There was water running so CAITLYN figured NATHAN was taking

a shower. She starts sorting out the papers.

(CONTINUED)
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NATHAN

Hi there.

CAITLYN isn’t paying attention, she is going through papers

in her hand.

CAITLYN

Hi.

CAITLYN looked up and dropped the papers she was holding,

she didn’t say anything or even move. NATHAN was in nothing

but a towel that was wrapped around his waist, his upper

body was still wet, you could see the beads of water all

over him. he glistened in the light. She already had a hard

time controlling herself around him and now he was

practically naked.

NATHAN begins walking towards CAITLYN.

CAITLYN

I’m so sorry I can come back later.

CAITLYN bent down and picked up the papers she dropped.

NATHAN

No, this is the perfect time.

He was standing close enough to her that she could feel the

heat and the moisture coming off his body. She stepped away

from him as he started to get closer.

NATHAN

I have felt something for you since

we first met. I know you may not

have the same feelings but I just

need to let my feelings out and if

you reject them then that is

alright.

CAITLYN

It’s not that I don’t feel the same

way.

NATHAN

Then what is it?

He ran the back of his hot, wet hand across her cheek.

CAITLYN

It’s just.

CAITLYN started then stepped away from him.

(CONTINUED)
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CAITLYN

(CONT.)

It’s just if I let my feelings go

it is hard to tell how it will end

up.

NATHAN gets inches from CAITLYN.

NATHAN

Lets see where they take us, then.

He leans in and kisses her. She feels a sudden rush of

warmth and sparks pulsing through her body. The room starts

spinning as they continue to kiss. He pulls her shirt off,

then his hands go all over her body they are so warm. She

runs her hands up his chest and to his shoulders, then

through his hair. He unbuttons her pants and before she

knows it he picks her up and lays her on the bed. She feels

his warm, wet body pressing against hers, as he kisses her

more and more deeply. She is having trouble staying focused.

The electricity that is running though her body was hard to

contain. She is trying not to totally lose all her control.

She has felt something for him since day 1, she was just too

scared to tell him.

His kiss and touch was more then she could handle. He made

her so warm then she is hot and she can’t help but just let

it all go. His kiss is like a volt of electricity going

through her and she can’t contain it because her lips are

like magnets against his. All she can think of is getting

even closer to him, every time he touches her she feels an

electric pulse all through her body.

INT. NATHANS HOTEL ROOM-MORNING

CAITLYN wakes up and wondering if it was a dream, she rolls

over and there he is. She lays her head on his chest.

NATHAN

Good Morning.

CAITLYN

Morning.

NATHAN gives CAITLYN a kiss.

CAITLYN

I have a confession to make.

(CONTINUED)
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NATHAN

What’s that?

CAITLYN

(Blushing)

I have been in love with you since

I met you.

NATHAN

(Smiling)

So have I.

CAITLYN

Really?

NATHAN

Yeah.

CAITLYN

So, what made you decide to tell me

how you felt?

NATHAN

Well the other night when we were

in the hot tub, I couldn’t help but

stare at you. I was going to tell

you then but you ran off to quick.

I thought maybe you picked up on me

and ran away.

CAITLYN

No, I was trying to hide my feeling

for you as well. I ran off before I

could admit how I felt.

NATHAN held CAITLYN close and they just laid in bed

together.

INT. RESTAURANT-AFTERNOON

CAITLYN and NATHAN are sitting across from each other

holding hands on the table.

NATHAN

Caitlyn, I truly do have feeling

for you. And I don’t want you to

think that just because you work

for me that it can’t be this way.

Because it can.

(CONTINUED)
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CAITLYN

(Smiling)

I am glad it can work, I was so

afraid to let you know how I felt

because you were my boss.

They kiss, then eat, then have a few drinks. They walk back

to the hotel room, CAITLYN moved her stuff to NATHANS room

and they went down to the lobby to the hotel bar. They spend

quite a while there getting to know each other better, they

had several more drinks then head back to the room. They are

standing outside the door and NATHAN starts kissing CAITLYN.

He opens the door while kissing her.

He picks her up and carries her to the bed, they both fall

onto the bed. They are pretty buzzed. They take each others

clothes off and they get under the covers, NATHAN kisses

CAITLYN’S neck and shoulders. CAITLYN runs her hands through

NATHANS hair. They start breathing heavily.

INT. NATHANS ROOM-MORNING

NATHAN kisses CAITLYN on the neck.

NATHAN

Good morning beautiful.

CAITLYN rolls over and kisses NATHAN.

CAITLYN

Morning.

CAITLYN stares into NATHANS eyes. Then they get up and get

dressed.

INT. AIRPLANE- MORNING

CAITLYN and NATHAN hold hands all the way home. She falls

asleep on his shoulder and he kisses her head.

INT. NATHANS UPSTAIRS HALL-EVENING

CAITLYN heads to her room but before she gets in the door

NATHAN comes up behind her and leads her to his door.

NATHAN

(Smiling)

If you want you can stay in here

with me.
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CAITLYN wraps her arms around NATHANS neck and starts

kissing him. He opens the door and leads her inside.

INT. NATHANS BED-EVENING

NATHAN and CAITLYN lay on the bed holding each other. NATHAN

leans down and kisses CAITLYN.

NATHAN

We had better get down to dinner.

CAITLYN

Yes, we better.

So they head downstairs and eat dinner then sit on the

couch. While sitting on the couch NATHAN leans and gives

CAITLYN a kiss.

NATHAN

So, What is on the agenda for

tomorrow?

CAITLYN

(Smiling)

Actually nothing.

NATHAN

Really?

CAITLYN

Yeah but you have a ton of

appointments the rest of the week

though.

They sit around watching TV, cuddled up on the couch

together. Then when it gets late they head to bed.

INT. NATHANS BEDROOM-MORNING

NATHAN kisses CAITLYN as she stirs herself awake.

NATHAN

Hey baby.

CAITLYN

(Smiling)

Hey yourself.

They both get up and get dressed. Then leave. The week goes

quick NATHAN has a ton of appointments and meetings. He

meets people, does photo shoots and goes to meetings.
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INT. NATHANS LIVING ROOM-NIGHT

CAITLYN

Nathan?

NATHAN

Yes?

CAITLYN

Would you mind if I met Sally for

lunch tomorrow?

NATHAN gives CAITLYN a kiss

NATHAN

Of course not.

CAITLYN sends SALLY a text telling her to meet her at the

corner cafe at noon tomorrow.

INT. NATHANS BEDROOM- MORNING

CAITLYN is getting ready, NATHAN wraps his arms around her

waist and kisses her neck.

CAITLYN

Hi Sweetie.

NATHAN

Hi baby.

NATHAN kisses CAITLYN’S neck again, then her lips.

CAITLYN

Will you be alright without me

today?

NATHAN

(Laughing)

I think I will make it for one day

without you.

CAITLYN smiles then kisses NATHAN. Then they head downstairs

and out to the car.

EXT. NATHANS DRIVEWAY-LATE MORNING

NATHAN

Have a good time.

(CONTINUED)
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CAITLYN

I will, bye.

Then CAITLYN leaves.

CAITLYN talks to herself on the way to meet SALLY. She says,

how much she wants to tell him she loves him but she thinks

it is too soon.

EXT. CAFE TERRACE-NOON

SALLY walks up to CAITLYN and gives her a big hug.

SALLY

Hey.

CAITLYN

Hi.

SALLY

So, Tell me everything.

CAITLYN laughs then begins telling her about what had

happened. She tells her about the swimsuit, photo shoot, the

hot tub, dancing, him coming out in a towel, and of course

the kiss, she tells her about it all.

SALLY

You are so lucky Caitlyn.

CAITLYN

Yeah, I know.It was amazing, Nathan

is so incredible.

While they were talking a lady named MARISSA DONOVAN walks

up to them.

MARISSA DONOVAN- 26, blond, body like a model.

MARISSA

Excuse me.

CAITLYN

Yes, May I help you.

MARISSA

I couldn’t help but to overhear

you. Are you talking about Nathan

Jackson?

(CONTINUED)
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CAITLYN

(Confused)

Yes, why?

MARISSA

I’m Marissa Donovan, Nathans wife.

CAITLYN is in shock, she can’t believe this is happening.

She remembers the name, she is the women Nathan wouldn’t let

her go with him when he met with her. He said he met with

her once a month for business.

CAITLYN got up without saying anything to MARISSA or SALLY

and went to her car. Then she started crying.

SALLY sent a text asking if she was alright and CAITLYN

replies ’I am fine, sorry for running off. I will call you

later.’

INT. NATHANS LIVING ROOM-AFTERNOON

CAITLYN walks in still crying.

NATHAN jumps up and runs over to her.

NATHAN

Caitlyn, what’s wrong? Why are you

crying?

CAITLYN doesn’t say anything she runs straight up to her

room with NATHAN right behind her.

INT. CAITLYN’S ROOM-AFTERNOON

NATHAN

Please Caitlyn, tell me what

happened.

CAITLYN

(Tear filled eyes)

I ran into Marissa.

NATHAN wrapped his arms around CAITLYN.

NATHAN

Whatever she told you. It’s not

true.

CAITLYN

Oh, so she isn’t your wife?

(CONTINUED)
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NATHAN

Actually, that is technically true.

CAITLYN pushes NATHAN away, you can see the anger in her

face.

NATHAN

But it’s not what you think.

CAITLYN

Then what is it?

He walks up to CAITLYN and places his hands on her arms.

NATHAN

Yes, she is my wife. But we are

legally separated, and have been

for 2 years.

CAITLYN just stands there staring at NATHAN, she is

confused, she doesn’t know what to say.

NATHAN

Caitlyn, I love you.

CAITLYN gets a shocked look on her face. But is still

silent.

NATHAN

I’m sorry, sorry for everything, I

should have told you about Marissa

from the beginning. Please say

something.

NATHAN holds CAITLYN close and tight.

CAITLYN

What do you expect me to say? Do

you just expect me to say, Oh well

it’s alright?

NATHAN

I want you to say you understand.

CAITLYN

I do understand, I understand that

technically you are married and

that technically I am considered

the ’other women’.

NATHAN

It’s not like that, I filed for

divorce last year, but she won’t

(MORE)
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NATHAN (cont’d)
sign the papers. I have been trying

to get her out of my life before

you even came around.

CAITLYN

Well, If that is true then that

changes things.

NATHAN

Caitlyn, I swear that you are not

just some ’other women’ I truly am

in love with you.

CAITLYN

I love you too, Nathan. I wanted to

tell you this morning but I was

afraid it would scare you off.

NATHAN

(Laughing)

Well I wanted to tell you in a more

romantic way, but it doesn’t matter

as long as you know and feel the

same way.

Then they kiss.

INT. NATHANS BEDROOM-NIGHT

NATHAN and CAITLYN are laying in bed cuddled up together.

NATHAN

Caitlyn I love you very much.

CAITLYN rolls over and faces NATHAN.

CAITLYN

I love you too.

NATHAN

Are you still mad at me?

CAITLYN

I’m not mad, I am just a little

disappointed that you never

mentioned being married, or

separated or whatever

NATHAN

(Sadness in his voice)

I’m sorry Caitlyn, your right I

should have told you.

(CONTINUED)
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CAITLYN leans up and kisses NATHAN

CAITLYN

Don’t worry about it, she is in the

past. I just hope she stays there.

NATHAN kisses CAITLYN over and over but CAITLYN isn’t as

comfortable with it as she was before she found out about

MARISSA.

INT. NATHANS KITCHEN-MORNING

CAITLYN walks in and sits down beside NATHAN. He leans over

and kisses her.

NATHAN

Morning beautiful.

CAITLYN

(Smiling)

Morning.

CAITLYN and NATHAN eat breakfast.

INT. MODEL STUDIO- NOON

CAITLYN is taking calls while NATHAN is working

The phone rings and CAITLYN answers it

CAITLYN

Hello.

MARISSA

(O.S.)

Hi, I need to make an appointment

with Nathan please.

CAITLYN

I will have to look at the schedule

and get back to you.

CAITLYN then hangs the phone up

NATHAN comes out and walks over to CAITLYN

NATHAN

Caitlyn are you alright?

(CONTINUED)
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CAITLYN

(Looking up at Nathan)

She Called.

NATHAN

(Confused)

Who called?

CAITLYN gets up and runs out of the building, NATHAN is

right behind her

NATHAN

(Pleading)

Caitlyn, please tell me who called.

CAITLYN stops and faces NATHAN

CAITLYN

Marissa called.

CAITLYN starts walking again, NATHAN continues to follow her

NATHAN

What did she want?

CAITLYN

She wanted to set up and

appointment with you.

They get into the car.

INT. NATHANS CAR- AFTERNOON

It is quiet in the car as NATHAN just sits there staring at

CAITLYN

NATHAN

What did you tell her?

CAITLYN

I told her I would have to call her

back. I don’t even know if she

realizes I am the one she met

yesterday.

NATHAN

I have to meet with her once a

month. I hate to but I have to.

CAITLYN looks right at NATHAN

(CONTINUED)
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CAITLYN

Why? what else are you hiding?

NATHAN grabs CAITLYN’S hand

NATHAN

Caitlyn, I know we have been

through a lot in a short time but I

am going to be honest, I didn’t

tell you about Marissa but I will

tell you about my kids.

CAITLYN looks at him confused and angry

CAITLYN

What do you mean your kids?

NATHAN

Marissa and I have been separated

for 2 years, but we were together

for a year before that, and we have

a set of twin boys together.

Technically that is why we got

married, she got pregnant and

forced me to marry her for the sake

of the kids. But not long after

they were born she left and took

them with her.

CAITLYN looks at NATHAN speechless

NATHAN

(CONT)

She got a lawyer and for some reason they will only let me

see them once a month. So that is why I meet with her once a

month and that is why I didn’t want you going with me last

month, I wasn’t ready to tell you about my past yet.

CAITLYN can hear the sadness in NATHANS voice as he explains

everything, she leans towards him.

CAITLYN

Nathan, That isn’t your fault, she

is crazy.

NATHAN

(Laughing)

That is sweet of you to say.

NATHAN leans towards CAITLYN and gives her a kiss, then they

head home.
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INT. NATHANS LIVING ROOM-EVENING

CAITLYN decided to call MARISSA and set up the appointment

for NATHANS sake.

CAITLYN

(On Phone)

Marissa, Nathan would like to set

up an appointment.

MARISSA

(O.S.)

Alright, how about Friday at 2pm at

the park?

CAITLYN

Sounds good, he will see you then.

CAITLYN hangs the phone up.

NATHAN and CAITLYN head to a dinner meeting.

INT. RESTAURANT-LATE EVENING

After the meeting NATHAN and CAITLYN are sitting around in

the restaurant.

NATHAN

Would you like to go dancing?

CAITLYN

(Smiling)

Sure, I would love to.

INT. LOCAL DANCE CLUB-NIGHT

NATHAN and CAITLYN have a few drinks then start dancing

NATHAN

(Concerned)

Are you alright?

CAITLYN

(Smiling)

Yes, I am fine.

CAITLYN really feels as if there is something missing, she

wants to tell him that the feeling isn’t like it was before

but she can’t bring herself to do it.

CAITLYN and NATHAN walk home once it gets late
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EXT. STREETS OF L.A.-NIGHT

NATHAN

(Holding Caitlyn’s hand)

I love you.

CAITLYN stops walking, NATHAN stops and looks right in her

eyes.

NATHAN

Caitlyn, is something wrong?

CAITLYN

(Smiling)

No, I love you too.

CAITLYN could see sadness in NATHANS face. She wanted so bad

to tell him that things were different after she met

MARISSA, but she just couldn’t do it. She didn’t want to

make him feel worse then he does already.

CAITLYN and NATHAN continued walking home

INT. NATHANS BEDROOM-LATE NIGHT

NATHAN and CAITLYN laying in bed cuddled together. NATHAN

kisses CAITLYN’S neck.

CAITLYN liked when he did this but she has such a sad

expression on her face

NATHAN seeing her expression and stops kissing CAITLYN

NATHAN

Caitlyn, I know there is something

bothering you. Would you please

tell me what it is?

CAITLYN

(Crying)

Oh Nathan.

NATHAN wraps his arms tightly around CAITLYN

NATHAN

Please, Tell me what is wrong?

CAITLYN

(Still Crying)

I just can’t. Not while you are

technically still married. It just

doesn’t feel right.

(CONTINUED)
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NATHAN

Caitlyn, I love you. And I will do

anything to make you happy. I will

try again Friday to convince

Marissa to sign the papers so we

can truly be together.

CAITLYN

Nathan, I love you too. And I want

to be with you, I don’t want

anything or anyone to come between

us.

NATHAN kisses CAITLYN and they lay back down in bed.

EXT. PLAYGROUND PARK- FRIDAY AFTERNOON

CAITLYN and NATHAN walk up to MARISSA

CAITLYN is partially hidden behind NATHAN as they approach

MARISSA

MARISSA

(Sour tone)

Hello Nathan.

NATHAN

(Nice, but bitter tone)

Hi Marissa.

MARISSA leans to the side to look around NATHAN

MARISSA

(Hiss)

And who is this?

CAITLYN steps out from behind NATHAN, as he holds her hand.

NATHAN

This is Caitlyn.

MARISSA

(Angry tone)

You brought your new girlfriend to

see you kids?

CAITLYN stands beside NATHAN in silence

NATHAN

Yes, But she isn’t only my

girlfriend, she is also my

assistant.

(CONTINUED)
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MARISSA looks as though someone had stabbed her in the back

MARISSA

Your assistant? Really? Since when?

NATHAN

She started as my assistant a

couple months ago.

MARISSA

Oh, So what, you just sleep with

all your help now?

NATHAN

(Firm tone)

No! I don’t do things like you do.

MARISSA is quiet, she just gives NATHAN an evil look.

Two little boys about the age of 3 almost with blond hair

and green eyes come up to MARISSA

NATHAN points to the two boys

NATHAN

Caitlyn, this is Josh and Ryan.

CAITLYN kneels down to the boys level

CAITLYN

Hello.

JOSH

Hi.

RYAN

Hi.

JOSH and RYAN run off and start playing

CAITLYN stands back up and NATHAN grabs her hand again

MARISSA

I will be back for my boys in an

hour.

MARISSA turns and leaves.

NATHAN

(Laughing)

Well that went well.

CAITLYN just looks at NATHAN in silence

(CONTINUED)
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NATHAN

Are you alright?

CAITLYN

Yes, It’s just a little weird,

cause I don’t think she expected me

to be who you was bringing.

NATHAN gets a confused look on his face

NATHAN

What do you mean?

CAITLYN

Well, When I made the appointment I

told her I would be coming too. I

don’t think she expected me to be

the one she confronted at the cafe.

NATHAN

(Laughing)

Oh well.

CAITLYN and NATHAN stand there watching the two boys play on

the playground

CAITLYN watches JOSH and RYAN and smiles as she thinks about

having kids one day.

NATHAN

What are you smiling at?

CAITLYN

I was just thinking.

NATHAN

About what?

CAITLYN

I was just thinking about wanting

to have kids.

NATHAN puts his arms around CAITLYN’S waist

NATHAN

Really? Do you really want kids?

CAITLYN puts her arms around NATHANS neck

CAITLYN

Yeah, I would.

NATHAN leans forward and kisses CAITLYN

(CONTINUED)
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MARISSA comes back up to NATHAN and CAITLYN

MARISSA

Ewe, could you not do that in front

of my children.

NATHAN lets go of CAITLYN and turns to face MARISSA

NATHAN

(Snappy tone)

They are my children as well.

MARISSA gives NATHAN a dirty look

MARISSA

Boys, tell daddy bye.

JOSH

Bye Daddy.

RYAN

We love you.

NATHAN kneels down to the boys level

NATHAN

Awe, I love you guys too, and I

always will.

MARISSA drags the boys away as NATHAN stands back up

NATHAN

You ready to go home?

CAITLYN nods and they head to the car

INT. NATHANS CAR- AFTERNOON

CAITLYN

Are you alright?

NATHAN

Not really, I am missing seeing my

kids grow up.

CAITLYN

Awe Nathan, I am sorry.

NATHAN holds CAITLYN’S hand

(CONTINUED)
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NATHAN

(Sad tone)

It’s alright, I just wish I could

get them from Marissa. She is crazy

and I know they would be better off

with me.

Few weeks go by and NATHAN and CAITLYN are very busy with

appointment. NATHAN misses his boys and can’t see them again

till next month.

INT. CAITLYN’S BATHROOM- 3AM

CAITLYN is up sick in the bathroom

NATHAN knocks on the bathroom door

NATHAN

(Worried tone)

Caitlyn? Are you alright?

CAITLYN

Yes, I just don’t feel to good.

CAITLYN finally goes back to bed

INT. CAITLYN’S BED- EARLY MORNING

NATHAN rolls over and wraps his arms around CAITLYN

NATHAN

Are you alright baby?

CAITLYN

Yeah, I think so.

NATHAN kisses CAITLYN on the head and she falls asleep

INT. KITCHEN-MORNING

NATHAN

Morning, Are you feeling better?

CAITLYN sits down at the table next to NATHAN

CAITLYN

Morning, yeah for the most part. I

guess I just had a stomach bug.

(CONTINUED)
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NATHAN

I’m glad you are feeling better.

EXT. OUTSIDE STUDIO- MORNING

CAITLYN

I am going to walk to the corner

drug store to get something for my

stomach while you are in the screen

test.

NATHAN

Alright, see you soon.

NATHAN kisses CAITLYN then he heads in the studio

CAITLYN walks down the sidewalk to the corner drug store

INT. DRUG STORE- MORNING

CAITLYN looks for something to take for her upset

stomach,once she finds it she heads to the counter she goes

down the feminine aisle. She notices the pregnancy tests on

the shelf and starts thinking. After she realizes she is

late she heads back to get a test. After she pays for it she

heads over to the hotel across the street to take the test.

INT. HOTEL LOBBY- LATE MORNING

CAITlYN finds the bathroom and makes sure no one else is

inside, she goes into the stall and takes the test. She has

to wait 3 minutes for the results so she leaves the test in

the stall and comes out to wash her hands.

While CAITLYN is drying her hands, the door opens. She turns

around and finds herself facing MARISSA

CAITLYN

(Catching her breath)

What are you doing here?

MARISSA

(Angry tone)

I would ask you the same thing but

I already know.

CAITLYN

What are you talking about?

(CONTINUED)
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MARISSA

Don’t act so innocent I seen what

you bought in the drug store, so I

followed you.

CAITLYN stands silent, you can see the fear in her face. She

tries to dart around MARISSA, who grabs her arm and slings

her backwards

MARISSA

Don’t you dare.

MARISSA slams CAITLYN up against the door of the stall

CAITLYN

Please just let me go.

MARISSA

Not a chance.

MARISSA slams CAITLYN two more times. CAITLYN hit the floor

unconscious

INT. HOTEL ROOM- AFTERNOON

CAITLYN wakes up and looks around, she doesn’t know who she

is or where she is

MARISSA sits down near CAITLYN

CAITLYN

Who are you?

MARISSA

You don’t remember me?

CAITLYN

No.

MARISSA gets an evil grin on her face

MARISSA

What is the last thing you

remember?

CAITLYN

I don’t know, Who am I and where am

I?

MARISSA

Your name is Caitlyn and I am your

friend Marissa.

(CONTINUED)
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CAITLYN

How did I get here?

MARISSA

Well, you were here with your

boyfriend.

CAITLYN

Really? Where is he.

MARISSA

Oh, When I got here he was gone and

you were unconscious.

CAITLYN

(Confused)

Why was I unconscious?

MARISSA

(Serious tone)

Caitlyn, your boyfriend Nathan beat

you, and he knocked you out.

CAITLYN

Are you sure?

MARISSA

Come with me.

MARISSA helps CAITLYN up off the bed and leads her to the

bathroom

CAITLYN stands silent as she looks into the mirror and sees

the whole left side of her face swollen and bruised

CAITLYN

Oh my gosh, Nathan did this to me?

MARISSA

Yes.

CAITLYN

But why?

MARISSA

Because, He is a violent and

aggressive man.

While MARISSA and CAITLYN were talking CAITLYN’S cell phone

rang

CAITLYN picks up the phone and looks at it

(CONTINUED)
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CAITLYN

It says Nathan is calling.

MARISSA takes the phone from CAITLYN

MARISSA

I will take care of him, Hello?

MARISSA

(CONT.)

She is with me. She is where you

can never find her.

MARISSA then hangs up the phone

MARISSA

He is looking for you.

CAITLYN

(Scared tone)

Will you help me?

MARISSA

(Evin grin)

Of course I will, Anything to keep

you away from him. I will take you

some place safe.

They leave and get into MARISSA’S car

INT. MARISSA’S CAR- MORNING

CAITLYN

Where are we?

MARISSA

We are in the out skirts of L.A.

MARISSA pulls the car up a dirt road that leads to a small,

white house

MARISSA

(CONT.)

We will stay here till you are safe

from Nathan.

CAITLYN

Thank you.

CAITLYN feels a little uneasy, like something just isn’t

right. But she can’t place what it is

CAITLYN and MARISSA head inside the house
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INT. HIDE OUT HOUSE- AFTERNOON

The house is small and dusty. CAITLYN looks around the place

MARISSA

I will be back in a bit.

CAITLYN

Where you going?

MARISSA

I got to go get some things. just

make yourself at home.

MARISSA leaves

CAITLYN decides to clean up the house while MARISSA was gone

2 hours later MARISSA comes back with some bags of food

CAITLYN

Hi.

MARISSA

I brought some food.

CAITLYN

Oh, I am kind of hungry.

CAITLYN and MARRISSA walk to the kitchen

INT. KITCHEN- EVENING

MARISSA

Wow, This place looks great.

CAITLYN and MARISSA put stuff away, eat dinner then CAITLYN

goes to bed

Days go by and CAITLYN stays in the small house while

MARISSA goes out to do stuff.

Today MARISSA decided to take CAITLYN to get some personal

stuff

INT. MARISSA’S CAR- MORNING

CAITLYN and MARISSA pass a small cafe on their way to the

store. CAITLYN has a memory flash of being at the cafe with

another women and MARISSA comes up and confronts her.

CAITLYN is confused by the memory, it shows MARISSA not

being her friend

(CONTINUED)
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MARISSA

(Concerned tone)

What’s wrong?

CAITLYN suddenly feels as if she shouldn’t trust MARISSA

CAITLYN

Nothing.

CAITLYN looks out the car window quietly as she starts to

wonder what is really going on

As the next week goes by CAITLYN has a few more of the

memories. She remembers a guy who she isn’t sure if it is

NATHAN or someone else.

INT. HIDEOUT HOUSE LIVING ROOM- AFTERNOON

MARISSA

Are you alright?

CAITLYN

I am fine.

CAITLYN heads to bed

It has been a month since CAITLYN lost her memory and she

was starting to get it back piece by piece. She has come to

realize that Marissa wasn’t what she said she was. She

remembers her being sarcastic and mean to her. And she

remembers the women she was with at the cafe is Sally and

she is her best friend, not Marissa. She was scared to let

her know that she was remembering things. She just knew she

had to get away from her.

CAITLYN was feeling sick so MARISSA took her to the drug

store to get something for her stomach

MARISSA waited in the car waiting for CAITLYN to come out of

the store

INT. DRUG STORE- AFTERNOON

CAITLYN bumps into someone while in the store

CAITLYN

Oh I’m sorry.

When CAITLYN turns around to apologize she comes face to

face with the man in her thoughts

(CONTINUED)
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NATHAN

CAITLYN!

NATHAN hugs CAITLYN

The sudden force from the hug scares CAITLYN. She pushes

NATHAN away from her

NATHAN

Caitlyn, what’s wrong? It’s me

Nathan.

When he said his name CAITLYN suddenly becomes overwhelmed

with fear. MARISSA had told her that NATHAN was the name of

the man who beat her. She was so scared that this was him

NATHAN

What is wrong? Where is Marissa?

CAITLYN wasn’t sure what to do so she turns around and runs

back to the car.

INT. MARISSA’S CAR-AFTERNOON

CAITLYN jumps into the car still scared and shaking

CAITLYN

GO!

MARISSA looks at her confused but does what she says and

speeds down the road

MARISSA

Are you alright?

CAITLYN

(Frantic tone)

I ran into him.

MARISSA

Him who?

CAITLYN

NATHAN!

MARISSA

Oh, what did he say?

CAITLYN looks at MARISSA confused by her calmness

(CONTINUED)
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CAITLYN

Nothing, He just seemed surprised

to see me.

CAITLYN didn’t tell MARISSA that NATHAN asked where she was.

She was confused and didn’t trust MARISSA anymore.

INT. HIDEOUT HOUSE BEDROOM-EVENING

CAITLYN lays on the bed thinking, maybe MARISSA lied about

who beat her, maybe it wasn’t NATHAN maybe it was her.

CAITLYN was sick all night long, she tried to remember who

was the one that was really trying to hurt her

INT. HIDE OUT HOUSE BEDROOM- MORNING

When CAITLYN got up MARISSA was nowhere around. CAITLYN went

outside and looked around then she went back into the house.

She looked through her stuff and found her cell phone, she

didn’t have any service so she went outside.

EXT. OUTSIDE THE HIDEOUT HOUSE- MORNING

CAITLYN wondered around till she finally got some service on

her phone. She looked through the phone contacts and found

Sally’s number and called it.

SALLY

(O.S.)

Hello?

CAITLYN

Sally? It’s me, Caitlyn.

SALLY

(O.S.)

Caitlyn! Where have you been?

CAITLYN

I don’t know.

The service was breaking up and CAITLYN couldn’t hear SALLY

very well

CAITLYN

Sally, you still there?

The line died so CAITLYN walks farther down the road trying

to get service again. When she couldn’t get service again

she went back into the house.
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INT. HIDEOUT HOUSE LIVING ROOM- AFTERNOON

MARISSA came back into the house

CAITLYN is sitting on the couch

MARISSA

What are you doing?

CAITLYN

Nothing much.

MARISSA

I brought you lunch.

CAITLYN smiles and follows MARISSA to the kitchen, she sits

down and eats then MARISSA leaves again

Once MARISSA was gone again CAITLYN went into her room and

grabbed a few things then went outside.

She began walking down the road, trying to get as far away

from MARISSA as she could.

There wasn’t anything in sight for miles, CAITLYN finally

comes up on a small gas station. She goes inside the store

INT. GAS STATION- AFTERNOON

CAITLYN don’t have much money and feels sick after eating.

So she gets some water and something for her stomach. She

walks up to the counter and pays for the items

CAITLYN

Do you have a phone?

MAN BEHIND COUNTER

No, I’m sorry Miss, it is out of

order right now

CAITLYN

Alright, thank you anyway.

CAITLYN then walks out of the store

EXT. OUTSIDE OF L.A.

CAITLYN continues to walk towards town. She stops every now

and then to rest then finally gets back to L.A. She now had

cell service so she called Sally back. She tells her what

she can remember and Sally tells her to stay there and she

will come get her.

(CONTINUED)
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CAITLYN sat down on a nearby bench and waited for Sally to

come pick her up

As CAITLYN was sitting there she felt a tap on her shoulder.

She was suddenly scared that it was NATHAN or MARISSA. She

slowly turns to see a little, old lady standing there

OLD LADY

Excuse me, Do you have the time?

CAITLYN

Yes, it is 3:15.

OLD LADY

Thank you.

CAITLYN sits back in relief, a few minutes later she feels

another tap. But this time she turns around to see NATHAN

standing there. CAITLYN jumps up and starts backing away

from him

NATHAN

(Puts his hands up)

Caitlyn, Wait. What did I do wrong?

CAITLYN

Are you serious?

NATHAN

I don’t understand. What did I do?

CAITLYN could tell that NATHAN didn’t understand what she

was talking about

CAITLYN

Marissa told me.

NATHAN looks at CAITLYN confused. He starts walking towards

her

NATHAN

What did she tell you?

CAITLYN

She said you are the one who gave

me all the bruises.

NATHAN stops in his tracks and his mouth falls open in shock

NATHAN

What bruises?
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CAITLYN pulls her hair back and shows him the bruises on her

face, they were almost gone now so you could barely see

them. He looked angry, CAITLYN is scared he was going to hit

her.

NATHAN

I didn’t do that. I would never.

Caitlyn, I love you.

NATHAN walks closer to CAITLYN. But she just freezes she is

stunned by what he just said. NATHAN reaches out and grabs

CAITLYN’S hand

NATHAN

(CONT.)

I love you more then anything, I

would never, ever touch you like

that.

NATHAN puts his arms around CAITLYN

NATHAN

(CONT.)

I don’t’ know what Marissa told you

but it isn’t true.

NATHAN leans down and kisses CAITLYN. When his lips touches

hers she feels an instant shock, then all her memories flood

her head and suddenly she remembers everything. She

remembers meeting him, the London trip, the kiss, the love

everything she also remembers Marissa was the one who hit

her and she lied to her about everything.

CAITLYN

(Hugging Nathan)

Oh, Nathan, I am so sorry, I now

know what happened, Marissa tricked

me.

NATHAN

(Holding Caitlyn tight)

It’s alright Caitlyn, I am just

glad you are back and safe.

CAITLYN gives NATHAN another kiss

NATHAN

So where is Marissa?

CAITLYN and NATHAN sit down on the bench
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CAITLYN

I don’t know, She had me in a small

house on the outskirts of town and

when she was gone I walked to town.

NATHAN

Why did you leave?

CAITLYN

I was beginning to get my memory

back, I knew she wasn’t who she

said she was but I didn’t know much

else until you kissed me then I

realized she was the one who

knocked me out.

As CAITLYN is telling NATHAN the story she remembers taking

a pregnancy test. She remembers not seeing the results of

it. She starts thinking that maybe that is why she has been

so sick lately. While they were talking SALLY runs up and

hugs CAITLYN

SALLY

Oh Caitlyn, are you alright?

CAITLYN

Yes, I am fine.

SALLY

What happened?

NATHAN and CAITLYN tell Sally everything

NATHAN

I hate to do this but I got to go

to a meeting.

CAITLYN

Oh, do you mind if I stay with

Sally till after the meeting. You

know just in case Marissa comes

looking for me.

NATHAN

Of course you can. I will see you

later.

NATHAN gives CAITLYN a kiss then leaves

Once NATHAN was out of sight CAITLYN turns to SALLY
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CAITLYN

I think I am pregnant

SALLY

Really?

CAITLYN

Yeah, I took a test but before I

seen the results Marissa and I

ended up in a fight.

So SALLY and CAITLYN get in her car and head to the drug

store. CAITLYN goes in and gets a test then they head to

SALLY’S house and take it.

INT. SALLY’S HOUSE- EVENING

CAITLYN comes out of the bathroom

SALLY

(Anxious tone)

Well?

CAITLYN

(Smiling)

I’m pregnant.

CAITLYN and SALLY sit down on the couch

SALLY

So when you telling Nathan?

CAITLYN

I’m not.

SALLY

What?

CAITLYN

Well not right now anyway. I want

to make sure he don’t do me like he

did Marissa.

SALLY

What do you mean?

CAITLYN

She got pregnant and she made him

marry her then left him after the

kids were born and don’t let him

see them but once a month. I want

to make sure he don’t try to marry

me just because I am pregnant.
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SALLY gives CAITLYN a hug

SALLY

If he marries you it will be

because he loves you.

CAITLYN smiles at SALLY then they head back to NATHANS

house.

SALLY drops CAITLYN off at the house. MARIA comes running

out and hugs her

MARIA

(Relieved tone)

I’m glad you are back.

CAITLYN

(Smiling)

I’m glad to be back.

INT. NATHANS KITCHEN- EVENING

MARIA and CAITLYN go into the kitchen. MARIA places a plate

of food in front of CAITLYN

CAITLYN starts cramming the food as if she hadn’t ate in a

week. After she eats she feels sick so she goes upstairs and

lays down

CAITLYN wakes up with NATHANS arms around her

NATHAN

Hi, how are you doing?

CAITLYN

Hey, I am alright. How was your

meeting?

NATHAN

It went well.

NATHAN gets out of bed and puts his pants and shirt on

CAITLYN

What time is it?

NATHAN

(Laughing)

It’s 8am.
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CAITLYN

(Laughing)

Wow, I must have been really tired.

INT. NATHANS KITCHEN- MORNING

CAITLYN and NATHAN sit at the table. Once again CAITLYN was

so hungry she crammed the food. NATHAN just looks at her.

CAITLYN

What?

NATHAN

(Laughing)

Nothing, Did Marissa not feed you?

CAITLYN

(Laughing)

Yeah, surprisingly she did.

CAITLYN and NATHAN finish breakfast then go into the living

room

INT. LIVING ROOM- MORNING

CAITLYN

So, What is on the agenda for

today?

NATHAN

I have a photo shoot, meeting and

screen test.

CAITLYN

Busy day then.

NATHAN puts his arms around CAITLYN. He looks her in the

eyes

NATHAN

I really missed you.

CAITLYN

(Laughing)

I missed you too. Once I remembered

how much I love you.

NATHAN

I am glad you got your memory back,

and I promise to never let you out

of my sight again. I tried to find

(MORE)
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NATHAN (cont’d)
you and I couldn’t stand the

thought of loosing you.

CAITLYN leans up and kisses NATHAN

CAITLYN

I’m glad you didn’t give up on me.

NATHAN smiles and gives her another kiss.

INT. PHOTO STUDIO- AFTERNOON

CAITLYN sits there and watches NATHAN do his photo shoot for

exercise equipment. She is working on making appointments

when she suddenly feels sick. She runs to the bathroom

figuring it was the morning sickness.

When she comes back NATHAN runs up to her with a frantic

look in is eyes

NATHAN

Are you alright?

CAITLYN

Yes, I just went to the bathroom.

NATHAN hugs CAITLYN

NATHAN

I looked up and you were gone.

CAITLYN

I love you.

NATHAN

I love you too.

They both start laughing

After the shoot was over they head to the meeting then to

the screen test

INT. SCREEN TEST STUDIO- EVENING

NATHAN looks at CAITLYN as he asks if she can come in with

him

CAITLYN

I will be fine.
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NATHAN

The last time you disappeared.

CAITLYN

I won’t go anywhere, I promise.

NATHAN

Well, alright.

CAITLYN gives NATHAN a kiss

As NATHAN heads into the room he looks at the secretary

NATHAN

Please keep and eye on her.

CAITLYN laughs at NATHANS attempt to keep her safe

CAITLYN sits in the chair and looks through a magazine

As CAITLYN is sitting there MARISSA walks in

MARISSA

There you are.

CAITLYN freezes, she knows the voice very well. It is

MARISSA. She had found her, she slowly turns to see her

standing there looking at her with a concerned look. CAITLYN

stands up and backs away from her

MARISSA

(CONT.)

What are you doing here?

MARISSA walks towards CAITLYN

CAITLYN

Don’t!

CAITLYN backs towards the secretary

MARISSA

What is wrong?

CAITLYN

I remember everything.

MARISSA’S concerned look turns to an angry one and she walks

closer to CAITLYN. Before she can reach her NATHAN comes in

and grabs MARISSA
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NATHAN

Don’t you dare!

MARISSA

Let go of me!

NATHAN

(Firm tone)

You stay away from Caitlyn! I won’t

let you touch her again!

MARISSA

All of this was your fault anyway.

Before she could say anymore she was escorted by security

out of the building. NATHAN puts his arm around CAITLYN

NATHAN

Are you alright?

CAITLYN

Yes, I am fine.

CAITLYN and NATHAN head home

As the next couple days go by MARISSA harass CAITLYN on the

phone, she won’t let NATHAN see JOSH and RYAN. CAITLYN feels

bad that NATHAN can’t see his kids so she makes some calls

and gets a hearing set up so NATHAN can try to get his kids

back.

The day of the hearing NATHAN and CAITLYN are talking in the

car on the way to the court house

INT. NATHANS CAR- MORNING

NATHAN

Are you sure about this? Are you

alright with telling what happened?

CAITLYN

Yes, I think it is best for the

kids that they are away from her.

She is crazy and may hurt them.

NATHAN

Thank you so much.

CAITLYN

I love you.
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NATHAN

I love you too.

CAITLYN and NATHAN stop in front of the court house. NATHAN

kisses CAITLYN then they go inside

INT. COURTHOUSE- MORNING

When they walk in RYAN and JOSH run up to NATHAN and hug his

legs

RYAN

Daddy!

JOSH

Your here!

NATHAN

I love you guys.

NATHAN bends down and hugs both JOSH and RYAN. MARISSA walks

over and jerks the boys away from NATHAN.

NATHAN and CAITLYN go sit down at their table as MARISSA and

the boys sit at theirs

It is quiet in the room, NATHAN holds CAITLYN’S hand as

JUDGE THOMPSON comes in

CAITLYN is called to the stand by MR. JOHNSON

CAITLYN walks up and places her hand on the bible

MR.JOHNSON

Do you swear to tell the whole

truth and nothing but the truth so

help you?

CAITLYN

I do.

CAITLYN sits down on the chair in front of the courtroom

MR.JOHNSON

Ms. Ryan, will you please tell the

court your name, relationship with

Mr. Jackson and how you know Ms.

Donovan.

CAITLYN

I am Caitlyn Ryan, I work as

Nathans assistant and we are also

(MORE)
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CAITLYN (cont’d)

involved in a relationship. I know

Marissa through her being married

but separated from Nathan.

MR.JOHNSON

Please tell the court what happened

a month ago between you and the

defendant.

CAITLYN

Well, I was confrontation by her in

a bathroom, she yelled at me then

she hit me. I tried to get away but

she kept assaulting me then I

passed out.

NATHAN gives MARISSA a dirty look as CAITLYN tells about how

MARISSA hurt her

MR.JOHNSON

What happened next?

CAITLYN

When I came too, I didn’t know or

remember anything, Ms. Donovan said

she was my best friend and that

Nathan is the one who beat me. She

had me scared to death of him,

scared enough to stay in a little

shack just outside of L.A. where

she left me for many weeks. Little

by little my memory started coming

back then I realized she wasn’t who

she said she was so I escaped one

day while she was gone. I walked

back to town.

MARISSA gives CAITLYN a look. She didn’t know CAITLYN had

began to remember while she was still in the house

CAITLYN goes and sits back down as the JUDGE takes a recess

to make a decision. NATHAN holds CAITLYN’S hand the whole

time the JUDGE is gone.

30 minutes later the JUDGE comes back

MR.JOHNSON

Please stand to hear the Judge’s

verdict.
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JUDGE

I have made my decision, based on

all the evidence I feel that the

children would be better off in the

custody of their father.

MARISSA’S face turns red with anger

MARISSA

This is your fault. I will kill you

for this!

MARISSA comes at CAITLYN. She hits her one time before

NATHAN can get between them

MARISSA is taken out of the room by the guards

JOSH and RYAN run over to NATHAN.

NATHAN hugs them both then hugs CAITLYN

NATHAN

Are you alright?

CAITLYN

Yes, I am fine.

NATHAN

I tried to get her faster.

CAITLYN

(Laughing)

It’s alright, At least you got her

before she got me twice.

NATHAN laughs as well then NATHAN, CAITLYN, JOSH and RYAN

all leave the courthouse

INT. NATHANS HOUSE- AFTERNOON

JOSH and RYAN hug CAITLYN’S legs

JOSH

Thank you.

CAITLYN bends down to look JOSH and Ryan in the face

CAITLYN

For what?
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RYAN

For getting us back with our daddy.

CAITLYN

I am glad you and your daddy are

all happy.

CAITLYN gives each boy a hug then stands back up. They all

go to the kitchen to eat dinner

INT. NATHANS BEDROOM-NIGHT

CAITLYN and NATHAN lay cuddled together in bed.

NATHAN

The boys turn 3 tomorrow

CAITLYN

(Smiling)

Are you going to have a party for

them?

NATHAN

(Smiling)

Yes.

CAITLYN smiles at NATHAN then they go to sleep

INT. NATHANS LIVING ROOM

JOSH and RYAN walk into the room and sit beside NATHAN and

CAITLYN

NATHAN

Happy Birthday boys. How would you

like to have a party today?

JOSH

We never had a birthday party

before.

CAITLYN

Really? Well we will make this one

of many more to come.

JOSH and RYAN give NATHAN and CAITLYN a hug then go up to

their room to get ready

CAITLYN and NATHAN decorate and get stuff ready for the

party. NATHAN goes to get the boys their presents while

CAITLYN helps MARIA make the cakes
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INT. NATHANS KITCHEN- EVENING

JOSH and RYAN sit at the table with CAITLYN and NATHAN

MARIA places a small cake in front of each boy then a big

one in the middle

MARIA

Here is each of you a cake.

RYAN

Thank you.

JOSH

Thanks.

Each boy eats their cake while NATHAN, CAITLYN, and MARIA

eat a piece of the big one

INT. NATHANS BEDROOM- NIGHT

NATHAN and CAITLYN are sitting on the bed

NATHAN

I love you.

CAITLYN

I love you too.

NATHAN gives CAITLYN a kiss

NATHAN

I want to give you something.

NATHAN gets up and goes to the other room. CAITLYN sits

there confused until he walks back in and sits down beside

her again

NATHAN

Caitlyn I love you very much, and

after all that has happened I want

to show you just how much.

NATHAN pulls a little box out from behind his back and opens

it, there is a beautiful diamond ring in it.

NATHAN

(Smiling)

Will you marry me?

CAITLYN’S face lights up
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CAITLYN

Yes, Yes I will.

CAITLYN gives NATHAN a kiss then he puts the ring on her

finger

CAITLYN

I love it.

NATHAN

I’m glad.

CAITLYN gives NATHAN another kiss then smiles at him

CAITLYN

I have something to tell you.

NATHAN

(Curious tone)

What’s that?

CAITLYN

(Smiling)

I’m pregnant!

NATHAN

(Excited tone)

Really?

CAITLYN

Yes!

NATHAN places his hand on CAITLYN’S stomach

NATHAN

When did you find out?

CAITLYN

Actually, I took a test before

Marissa attacked me. But never seen

the results.

NATHAN

Oh, Really?

CAITLYN

Yeah, That is actually why she

attacked me.

NATHAN

(Worried tone)

Does she know?
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CAITLYN

I don’t think so, but I’m not sure.

After I got away and got my memory

back I remembered about it so I

took another one a few weeks ago

and found out for sure.

NATHAN

Really? Why didn’t you tell me

sooner.

CAITLYN

Well, I wanted to make sure you

were ready for this, I didn’t want

you to end up like you did with

Marissa where you feel forced to

marry me just cause of the baby.

NATHAN puts his arms around CAITLYN

NATHAN

Caitlyn, I love you. And no matter

what I want to be with you.

Forever.

CAITLYN looks into NATHANS eyes.

NATHAN leans over and kisses CAITLYN

INT. NATHANS KITCHEN- MORNING

CAITLYN walks into the room. JOSH and RYAN are already

eating breakfast. MARIA places CAITLYN’S breakfast on the

table as she sits down

CAITLYN

Morning all.

MARIA

Good morning and Congrats on the

baby.

NATHAN walks in and kisses CAITLYN

NATHAN

Morning honey.

NATHAN places his hand on CAITLYN’S stomach

NATHAN

Morning baby.

NATHAN sits down beside CAITLYN
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CAITLYN

Morning.

After they eat they get ready and head to the zoo

EXT. ZOO- MORNING

CAITLYN, NATHAN, JOSH AND RYAN walk around the zoo looking

at all the animals

CAITLYN

What animals do you like best?

JOSH

The monkeys.

RYAN

I like the zebras.

NATHAN

Those are both great.

They walk around for hours looking at all the animals over

and over. The boys get tired and hungry so they leave and

head to eat lunch

INT. PIZZA PALACE- AFTERNOON

JOSH, RYAN, CAITLYN and NATHAN all sit around eating pizza

After eating they all head to CAITLYN’S doctor appointment

INT. DOCTOR’S OFFICE- AFTERNOON

SALLY meets them there to watch the boys. NATHAN introduces

them to SALLY

NATHAN

Josh, Ryan. This is Sally, she is

going to watch you while daddy and

Caitlyn go see the doctor.

RYAN

But why daddy?

JOSH

Why can’t mommy watch us?
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NATHAN

Josh, Ryan, mommy isn’t able to

watch you anymore.

JOSH

(Puckered lip)

But why?

NATHAN

Your mommy is sick. She is having

some problems right now and can’t

be around you.

RYAN

(Sad face)

Alright daddy, we will stay with

Sally.

CAITLYN feels bad for the boys and NATHAN. She wishes there

was something she could do to help them

After a few minutes CAITLYN gets called back. Her and NATHAN

get up and head to the door

NATHAN

Be good for Sally boys.

JOSH

We will.

INT. EXAMINE ROOM- AFTERNOON

MS.BYRD-30,short,long brown hair.

CAITLYN and NATHAN sat in the examine room while the nurse

asked a ton of questions

MS.BYRD

The doctor will be in shortly.

Then she left

NATHAN sat in the chair with a sad look on his face. CAITLYN

walks over and gives him a hug

CAITLYN

Are you alright?

NATHAN

(Faking a smile)

Yeah, I guess.
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CAITLYN

It will be alright. They will

understand one day that is was for

the best.

NATHAN

I suppose you are right.

NATHAN gives CAITLYN a kiss then she goes and sits back on

the table

A few minutes later the door opened and in walked the doctor

and his nurse.

DR.Andrews-40,tall with short blond hair.

DR.ANDREWS

Hello Caitlyn, My name is Dr.

Andrews and this is Ms.Byrd.

CAITLYN shakes DR. ANDREWS hand

CAITLYN

Hello.

DR.ANDREWS

So, Caitlyn, How come you haven’t

been in sooner?

CAITLYN just kind of looks at him, she don’t want to tell

him the whole story about Marissa

CAITLYN

I just found out I was pregnant.

DR.ANDREWS

Oh alright then. We are going to do

an ultrasound to see the baby, is

that alright?

CAITLYN

Of course.

DR. ANDREWS lays CAITLYN back and pulls her shirt up a bit

so he can put the gel on her stomach. He puts a little on

there and she flinches due to it being cold. Then he puts

the ultrasound wand against her stomach and starts telling

them what is on the screen

CAITLYN and NATHAN look at their baby on the screen. They

both have a big smile on their faces
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DR.ANDREWS

There is it’s head, there’s it’s

arms, there is it’s legs and there

is it’s butt.

Once he finishes he wipes CAITLYN’S stomach off and helps

her sit back up. He looks at a little calender thing that is

in his pocket

DR.ANDREWS

(CONT.)

Well, You are right around 4 months

pregnant and you are due on April

20th. I will see you in a month, we

will find out then what it will be.

CAITLYN

(Smiling)

Thanks Dr. Andrews.

DR. ANDREWS leaves

CAITLYN and NATHAN go back out to the waiting room

INT. WAITING ROOM- EVENING

CAITLYN sees SALLY, JOSH and RYAN sitting over near the

corner. SALLY is reading the boys a book. CAITLYN and NATHAN

walk over to them

SALLY

How did it go?

CAITLYN

Good. I come back in a month to

find out what it is.

CAITLYN hands SALLY the ultrasound picture

The boys look at CAITLYN funny

JOSH

Find out what, what is?

NATHAN

Boys, Caitlyn is going to have you

a little brother or sister.

RYAN

Really?
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JOSH

That is cool. I want a sister since

I already gots a brother.

RYAN

Me too!

CAITLYN and NATHAN both laugh

SALLY

Well maybe it will be a girl then.

They all laugh the they leave. SALLY goes home with them for

dinner

INT. NATHANS KITCHEN- EVENING

They all eat dinner then SALLY leaves. NATHAN and CAITLYN

put the boys to bed

INT. NATHANS LIVING ROOM-MORNING-2WEEKS LATER

NATHAN and CAITLYN sitting on the couch

NATHAN

So what are you doing today?

CAITLYN

Sally and I are going to take the

boys shopping for a costume while

you are in your meetings.

NATHAN

(Smiling)

They will like that.

NATHAN kisses CAITLYN then leaves

CAITLYN gets the boys ready and SALLY picks them up and they

head to the store

INT. HALLOWEEN STORE- MORNING

CAITLYN, SALLY, JOSH and RYAN walking through the store

CAITLYN

So boys, What do you want to be for

Halloween?
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JOSH

I want to be a robot!

RYAN

Well, I want to be a pirate!

CAITLYN

Alright, so a robot and a pirate.

Those sound like great costumes.

JOSH

What are you going to be?

RYAN

Yeah, You are dressing up with us

aren’t you Caitlyn?

CAITLYN

Of course, What do you think I

should be?

JOSH AND RYAN

A pumpkin!

CAITLYN

(Laughing)

How come a pumpkin?

JOSH

Because of your belly, it looks

like a small pumpkin.

CAITLYN

Alright then, I will be a pumpkin.

Both boys jumps up and down in excitement. SALLY and CAITLYN

laughs at their excitement. Once they got to the costume

section of the store CAITLYN let the boys look at all the

costumes. They were so excited, they looked at everything,

cowboys, robots, space men, pirates and even dogs and cow

costumes.

SALLY

So are you staying at home now with

the twins?

CAITLYN

Yeah, it makes it easier.

SALLY

You seem happy.
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CAITLYN

I am, and it’s thanks to you.

SALLY smiles and CAITLYN

After about an hour they each settled on the costume they

said they wanted Ryan got a pirate costume and Josh got a

robot one. They are both as happy as they could be cause

they found the exact costumes they wanted.

CAITLYN is glad they got what they wanted and she goes to

pay for them.

SALLY stays with the boys while they are just playing around

with the accessories and masks.

After CAITLYN pays for the costumes she heads back to get

SALLY and the boys so they could go. When she gets to the

Halloween aisle SALLY is getting up out of the floor.

CAITLYN rushes over to SALLY

CAITLYN

(Concerned tone)

What happened?

SALLY

I’m not sure.

SALLY rubs her head

CAITLYN

Where are the boys?

CAITLYN and SALLY head out to the parking lot. They see the

boys being dragged through the lot by MARISSA.

CAITLYN tries to catch up to her but by the time she gets to

her she has already gotten them in the car and sped off. She

almost hits CAITLYN as she is getting away.

CAITLYN is in shock that MARISSA has kidnapped the boys. Her

and SALLY get into the car and try to follow MARISSA. On the

way CAITLYN calls and tells NATHAN what happened

INT. SALLY’S CAR- AFTERNOON

CAITLYN and SALLY lose sight of MARISSA.

CAITLYN calls the police and tells them what happened
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POLICE CHIEF

(O.S.)

What do they look like?

CAITLYN

They are twins, They are 3 and they

have brown hair and green eyes.

POLICE CHIEF

(O.S.)

Can you bring in a recent picture

of them?

CAITLYN

Yes, I will be right there.

CAITLYN and SALLY head to the police station.

NATHAN meets them there, CAITLYN runs up and hugs NATHAN

EXT. FRONT OF POLICE STATION-AFTERNOON

CAITLYN

(Crying)

I’m so sorry.

NATHAN holds CAITLYN tight

NATHAN

It’s not your fault Caitlyn, We

will get them back.

CAITLYN has tears flowing down her face

CAITLYN

But Marissa took them, how will we

find her?

NATHAN wipes the tears off of CAITLYN’S face

NATHAN

We will find her. We will find the

boys, I promise.

CAITLYN wants to believe NATHAN but she knows how crazy

MARISSA is. She is afraid she may hurt the boys accidentally

SALLY

I’m sorry Caitlyn, I will do what I

can to help.

CAITLYN hugs SALLY

(CONTINUED)
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CAITLYN

Thanks, Sally, It wasn’t your fault

either.

SALLY, NATHAN and CAITLYN head into the police station

INT. POLICE STATION- AFTERNOON

They walk up to the POLICE CHIEF

CAITLYN

I called about the missing twins.

POLICE CHIEF

Yes, do you have a picture?

NATHAN hands him a picture of the twins that was taken at

their birthday last month

POLICE CHIEF

(CONT.)

We will be looking for them, please

go home and wait for us or the

kidnapper to contact you.

SALLY, NATHAN and CAITLYN head home to wait

INT. NATHANS LIVING ROOM-EVENING

NATHAN, CAITLYN and SALLY sit on the couch by the phone

NATHAN

So, Did the boys find their

costumes?

CAITLYN looks at NATHAN confused. He was asking about some

stupid costume when his kids were missing

CAITLYN

(Angry tone)

What?

NATHAN hugs CAITLYN. He realizes she doesn’t understand his

random question

NATHAN

I am just trying to make

conversation.

(CONTINUED)
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CAITLYN

I’m sorry, I didn’t mean to get

hateful with you.

CAITLYN leans her head on NATHANS shoulder

NATHAN

It’s alright, You are just upset.

CAITLYN gets up and heads to the door

SALLY

Where are you going?

CAITLYN

I am going to go find them!

NATHAN gets up and walks over to CAITLYN

NATHAN

Caitlyn, there is nothing we can do

right now. Not until we can get in

touch with Marissa.

CAITLYN

That’s it!

CAITLYN rushes back to the couch and picks up the phone

NATHAN

(Confused tone)

What’s it?

NATHAN walks over and stands beside CAITLYN

CAITLYN

I will call her.

NATHAN

Why didn’t I think of that?

CAITLYN dials the phone and listens to it ring

MARISSA

(O.S.)

Hello?

CAITLYN

Marissa? Where are the twins?

MARISSA

(O.S.)

What are you talking about?
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CAITLYN

(Confused,angry tone)

I am talking about you kidnapping

the twins. What did you do with

them?

MARISSA

(O.S.)

(Calm tone)

I’m sorry, You must have me

confused with someone else. I don’t

know of any twins.

CAITLYN sits silent as MARISSA hangs up.

CAITLYN is stunned at what MARISSA said. NATHAN and SALLY

heard the conversation through the phone

SALLY

Has she completely lost it?

NATHAN

I think so.

SALLY

Caitlyn? Are you alright?

CAITLYN

Maybe it wasn’t her.

NATHAN sits beside CAITLYN

NATHAN

What are you talking about?

CAITLYN

Maybe it was someone else.

SALLY

No, I seen her too, it was Marissa.

CAITLYN

Are you sure?

SALLY

Yes, I would know here anywhere.

CAITLYN gets up and heads back to the door

CAITLYN

I have got to find them. Apparently

Marissa is nuttier then before.
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EXT. OUT SIDE NATHANS HOUSE- NIGHT

SALLY

I will go north.

CAITLYN

Alright, we will go south. Let us

know if you find out anything.

SALLY

Will do.

SALLY gets into her car and leaves.

NATHAN and CAITLYN get into NATHANS car and leaves

NATHAN and CAITLYN head towards where MARISSA lives. They

don’t find any trace of her.

CAITLYN starts feeling sick from not eating since breakfast

NATHAN

You alright?

CAITLYN

Yeah, just feel sick. I haven’t ate

since breakfast. We were going to

lunch after shopping and never got

there.

NATHAN gets CAITLYN something to eat

CAITLYN

I don’t feel like eating.

NATHAN

You need to eat for the baby.

CAITLYN

Your right.

After CAITLYN and NATHAN eat it is too dark to continue

searching so they head home

INT. NATHANS CAR- MORNING 2 DAYS LATER

NATHAN

Where would Marissa take them so we

couldn’t find her?
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CAITLYN

Why didn’t I think of it before?

NATHAN

(Confused)

Think of what?

CAITLYN

I know where she took them!

NATHAN

Really? Where?

CAITLYN

Can I drive?

NATHAN

Sure.

NATHAN stops the car and trades places with CAITLYN

NATHAN

Where are we going?

CAITLYN speeds down the road

CAITLYN

I bet she took them to the same

place she hid me.

NATHAN

You really think so?

CAITLYN

Yes, Where else could she hide them

out of sight, that place is out in

the middle of nowhere.

CAITLYN pulls the car up the dirt road that leads to the

little house. She stops the car in front of the house. There

is a light on so they know someone is in there.

NATHAN

Let me handle this.

CAITLYN

I want to come with you.

NATHAN looks at CAITLYN with concern. She realizes he is

trying to protect her so she gets back into the car

(CONTINUED)
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CAITLYN

(CONT.)

I will wait here.

NATHAN goes inside the house as CAITLYN waits in the car.

CAITLYN hears a lot of commotion then sees JOSH and RYAN

come running out of the house and towards the car

CAITLYN helps the boys into the car

CAITLYN

Are you boys alright?

JOSH and RYAN just nod, they both have tears flowing down

their faces

CAITLYN calls the police then looks towards the house and

sees NATHAN come running out. MARISSA was right behind him

throwing dishes at him. He jumps into the car and CAITLYN

leaves a big dust cloud behind as she speeds away. When they

get to the road they see the cops turning up the drive to

arrest MARISSA.

EXT. OUTSIDE POLICE STATION- NIGHT

CAITLYN and NATHAN are standing outside the police station

waiting to file charges against MARISSA. But when she gets

out of the police car she elbows the cop in the nose and

runs. NATHAN tries to catch her but she slips away.

CAITLYN gets back in the car with JOSH and RYAN while NATHAN

files the papers

CAITLYN

Are you alright? What happened?

JOSH and RYAN look at her with tears still in their eyes.

JOSH

Mommy said we had to stay with her,

we told her we wanted you and daddy

and it made her mad so she put us

in that small house and said we

were never going to leave.

RYAN

Why don’t mommy like you?

CAITLYN

Well, I think it is because your

daddy wants to be with me instead

of her now.
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RYAN

Oh, Well I am glad.

CAITLYN

(Confused)

Why are you glad?

JOSH

Because, Mommy is mean, she put us

in the closet when we said we

wanted to go home. It was dark in

there but it was better when we

were in there cause she wasn’t

there.

CAITLYN

It is all over now.

CAITLYN gives JOSH and RYAN each a hug

INT. NATHANS LIVING ROOM- 2 WEEKS LATER "HALLOWEEN NIGHT"

CAITLYN helps JOSH and RYAN get into their costumes.

JOSH and RYAN paint CAITLYN’S stomach orange

NATHAN enters the room dressed as a business man, with a

brief case

NATHAN

My don’t you all look good.

JOSH AND RYAN

Thanks daddy.

NATHAN walks over to CAITLYN and gives her a kiss, then puts

his hand on her orange stomach

NATHAN

How is my little pumpkin?

CAITLYN

We are fine.

CAITLYN kisses NATHAN then they all head to the Halloween

party.
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INT. SCREEN TEST- 3 WEEKS LATER- MORNING

CAITLYN, JOSH and RYAN are waiting on NATHAN to finish his

screen test then they head to CAITLYN’S doctor appointment

INT. NATHANS CAR- AFTERNOON

CAITLYN

So how did it go?

NATHAN

I got the part!

CAITLYN

(Excited tone)

Really? That is great!

NATHAN

Yes, we start filming in January.

We will be going to the Bahamas for

a week.

CAITLYN smiled at NATHAN

INT. DOCTOR’S OFFICE- AFTERNOON

SALLY is in the waiting room. She watches the boys while

CAITLYN and NATHAN go back to find out what the baby is

INT. EXAMINE ROOM- AFTERNOON

CAITYLN is laying on the table while DR. ANDREWS is doing an

ultrasound.

NATHAN is standing beside CAITLYN holding her hand

DR. ANDREWS points to the screen

DR.ANDREWS

See this here?

CAITLYN

Yes!

DR.ANDREWS

It’s a girl!

CAITLYN smiles at NATHAN

DR. ANDREWS helps CAITLYN sit up
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DR.ANDREWS

(CONT.)

I will see you next month.

CAITLYN and NATHAN head back to the waiting room.

CAITLYN walks up to SALLY with a big smile on her face

CAITLYN

It’s a girl!

SALLY

That’s great!

SALLY hugs CAITLYN

JOSH

Does that mean we will have a

sister?

NATHAN

Yes, it does. You boys will have a

baby sister in a few months.

RYAN

Yay!

RYAN and JOSH jump up and down in excitement

CAITLYN, NATHAN, JOSH and RYAN head home

INT. NATHANS LIVING ROOM- MORNING

NATHAN and CAITLYN sitting on the couch

NATHAN

Are you up to taking the boys to

the mall to see Santa today since I

am off?

CAITLYN

(Smiling)

Of course, I’m sure they will love

it.

NATHAN kisses CAITLYN then they go get the boys ready
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INT. SANTAS WORKSHOP AT THE MALL- AFTERNOON

CAITLYN and NATHAN watch as JOSH and RYAN sit on SANTAS lap

SANTA

And what would you boys like for

Christmas?

JOSH and RYAN look at each other then back at SANTA

JOSH

Well, we would like our daddy to

marry Caitlyn.

RYAN

Yeah, we really like her.

NATHAN stands there with a slight tear in her eyes

CAITLYN

Are you alright?

NATHAN

Yes, I just can’t believe they

asked Santa for that.

NATHAN kisses CAITLYN

CAITLYN

Well at least we can tell them on

Christmas that we are getting

married.

NATHAN

(Laughing)

Yeah, at least they will know now

and we know that they will accept

it.

After JOSH and RYAN were done talking to SANTA they run over

and hug NATHAN and CAITLYN.

Then they leave

INT. NATHANS LIVING ROOM- NIGHT

NATHAN and CAITLYN are getting ready to go shopping after

the boys go to bed

NATHAN

Thanks, Maria for watching the

boys.
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MARIA

(Smiling)

Your Welcome.

CAITLYN and NATHAN head to the store to do the shopping

INT. NATHANS LIVING ROOM- CHRISTMAS EVE- EVENING

CAITLYN and NATHAN sitting on the couch.

JOSH and RYAN playing in the floor.

CAITLYN gives MARIA her Christmas gift which is a red apron

with yellow sunflowers on it

MARIA

I love it, thank you.

CAITLYN

Your welcome.

CAITLYN

Here boys, here is your presents

from Caitlyn and I.

NATHAN hands both boys two presents each

JOSH opens his and sees a pair of green, dinosaur pj’s and a

red firetruck

JOSH

Thanks!

JOSH hugs CAITLYN and NATHAN

RYAN opens his and finds a pair of blue, police car pj’s and

a yellow dumptruck

RYAN

Thank you!

RYAN hugs CAITLYN and NATHAN

CAITLYN gives JOSH and RYAN a bath and puts on their new

pj’s. Then they go to their room to play with their new

trucks
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INT. NATHANS BEDROOM-NIGHT

CAITLYN and NATHAN laying in bed cuddled together

NATHAN

I love you.

CAITLYN

I love you too.

NATHAN kisses CAITLYN then they go to sleep

INT. NATHANS BEDROOM- MORNING

JOSH AND RYAN

Daddy, Daddy! It’s Christmas!

NATHAN, CAITLYN, JOSH and RYAN all head downstairs to see

what SANTA brought

INT. LIVING ROOM- MORNING

CAITLYN and NATHAN put the boys presents in separate piles

then sit on the couch and watch JOSH and RYAN ripping open

their gifts. The boys are so excited to see all the clothes,

shoes and toys

After they are done JOSH walks over to CAITLYN and hands her

a folded piece of paper

CAITLYN

Awe, What is this?

JOSH

It is a present from Ryan and me.

CAITLYN opens the paper and sees a drawing of Her, NATHAN,

JOSH and RYAN all holding hands in front of a big house

CAITLYN

(Smiling)

Awe, Thank you.

CAITLYN gives each boy a hug then shows the picture to

NATHAN

NATHAN

Boys, Caitlyn and I have a surprise

for you.
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RYAN

What’s that daddy?

NATHAN

Caitlyn and I are getting married!

JOSH

Yay! Santa brought us what we

wanted!

JOSH and RYAN jump up and down with excitement. Then they go

and play with their new toys

While NATHAN and CAITLYN sit on the couch watching the boys

play SALLY knocks on the door. MARIA lets her in and she

walks over to CAITLYN and hugs her then hugs NATHAN

SALLY

Merry Christmas!

CAITLYN

Merry Christmas Sally.

NATHAN hands SALLY her present. It is a cocoa and tea gift

set with matching cups

SALLY

Thank you. I love it!

SALLY hands CAITLYN and NATHAN each a gift

CAITLYN opens her gift and it is a journal, it is black and

has pink flowers on it

CAITLYN

Thank you!

CAITLYN gives SALLY a hug

NATHAN opened his and it was a watch. He puts it on

NATHAN

Thanks!

SALLY gives JOSH and RYAN each a wooden puzzle

JOSH AND RYAN

Thanks, Sally

JOSH and RYAN hugs SALLY

SALLY hands NATHAN and CAITLYN each another present. CAITLYN

gives hers to NATHAN
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NATHAN

What’s this?

CAITLYN

I had Sally get your gift since you

are always with me.

NATHAN hands his to CAITLYN

CAITLYN

What is this?

NATHAN

I did the same thing.

SALLY stands there laughing. She did the shopping for both

CAITLYN and NATHAN

CAITLYN opens her gift, it is a beautiful bracelet that says

"Nathan & Caitlyn Forever"

CAITLYN

OH, I love it!

SALLY helps CAITLYN out it on as NATHAN opens his gift. It

is two tickets to a ball game he wants to go to

NATHAN

Oh Wow, This is great.

NATHAN kisses CAITLYN and they both hug SALLY. Then they sit

on the couch talking while MARIA is making dinner and the

boys are playing

Before dinner CAITLYN takes the boys upstairs and gets them

dressed. She puts them in one of the outfits they got for

Christmas. JOSH is in a blue, polo shirt and khaki pants and

RYAN is in a red, polo shirt and khaki pants.

CAITLYN, JOSH, and RYAN go back downstairs. They join NATHAN

and SALLY in the kitchen for dinner, MARIA is wearing the

apron she got for Christmas.

INT. KITCHEN- EVENING

MARIA serves dinner

NATHAN

Maria, please join us.
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MARIA

Thank you Mr. Jackson.

MARIA sits down at they all eat dinner

INT. BEDROOM- 2 WEEKS LATER-MORNING

CAITLYN is packing for the trip to the Bahamas, She goes to

the doctor then they head to the airport

INT. AIRPLANE-MORNING

CAITLYN sits on the plane NATHAN is beside her and JOSH and

RYAN are beside NATHAN and CAITLYN is very uncomfortable.

She keeps moving around a bit in her seat

NATHAN

Are you alright?

CAITLYN

I am fine. The baby is just kicking

kind of hard now.

NATHAN

Really?

NATHAN places his hand on CAITLYN stomach

NATHAN

(CONT.)

I feel her!

JOSH

Can we feel?

CAITLYN

(Smiling)

Of course.

JOSH and RYAN both place a hand on CAITLYN’S stomach

JOSH

Wow!

RYAN

She can kick hard.

CAITLYN smiles at the boys then they sit back in their seats

as the plane gets ready to land
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INT. HOTEL ROOM- AFTERNOON

CAITLYN gets freshened up, she changes clothes then puts the

boys in their swimming trunks.

NATHAN heads to do filming which is beside the beach.

CAITLYN takes JOSH and RYAN to the beach

EXT. BEACH- AFTERNOON

CAITLYN, JOSH and RYAN build a sandcastle

CAITLYN

Do you boys like the beach?

JOSH

Oh yeah!

RYAN

We love it!

As it gets later NATHAN walks up to them

NATHAN

You all ready to go to dinner?

CAITLYN stands up and brushes the sand off herself

CAITLYN

Yes.

NATHAN gives CAITLYN a kiss then they head to dinner

INT. PLAY PALACE- EVENING

CAITLYN and NATHAN watch JOSH and RYAN playing in the play

pit while they wait on the food

NATHAN

What are you thinking about?

CAITLYN

(Smiling)

I was just thinking about how they

are such good boys. They get it

from you. I hope our girl is like

them.
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NATHAN

(Smiling)

She will be perfect, Just like you.

After they get their food JOSH and RYAN come to the table

and they all eat

Next few days go the same, NATHAN films, CAITLYN takes JOSH

and RYAN to the beach then they go to dinner

INT. HOTEL ROOM-MORNING

CAITLYN is packing to leave

CAITLYN

I’m gonna miss it here.

NATHAN puts his arms around CAITLYN’S waist

NATHAN

Me too.

NATHAN kisses CAITLYN

INT. NATHANS LIVING ROOM- WEEKS LATER, VALENTINES DAY-

AFTERNOON

NATHAN and CAITLYN getting ready to leave the house.

JOSH and RYAN playing

MARIA

You two have a good time out

tonight.

NATHAN

Thanks again for watching the boys

Maria.

MARIA smiles as CAITLYN and NATHAN leave the house

INT. RESTAURANT- EVENING

NATHAN and CAITLYN siting across from each other, holding

hands on top of the table.

NATHAN hands CAITLYN a small box
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CAITLYN

What is this?

CAITLYN opens the box and inside was a pearl on a string.

CAITLYN

Oh, Nathan! Where did you get this?

NATHAN

I got in in the Bahamas. Actually I

found it while we were on the

beach. I took it and had it turned

into a necklace.

CAITLYN leans and kisses NATHAN. Then puts the necklace on

CAITLYN

I love it!

NATHAN

And I love you!

CAITLYN

I love you too!

After dinner CAITLYN and NATHAN head home

SALLY throws CAITLYN a baby shower and then NATHAN and

CAITLYN decorate the nursery

INT. BABY’S NURSERY- AFTERNOON

CAITLYN is putting away baby clothes and JOSH walks in

JOSH

Caitlyn?

CAITLYN

Yes?

JOSH

Would you be our new mommy?

CAITLYN

(Smiling)

If you want me to I will. I will

always protect you and be here for

you.

JOSH smiles and hugs CAITLYN then leaves the room.

CAITLYN sees NATHAN standing at the doorway
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CAITLYN

What?

NATHAN

(Smiling)

You really love them don’t you?

CAITLYN

(Smiling)

Yes, I do.

NATHAN wraps his arms around CAITLYN’S waist

NATHAN

Would you like to be their mommy?

CAITLYN

(Confused look)

I will be when we get married

right?

NATHAN

(Laughing)

No, I mean would you be willing to

legally adopt them and make them

yours?

CAITLYN looks at NATHAN with a worried look

NATHAN

I know, You are worried about

Marissa.

CAITLYN

(Laughing)

How? How did you know?

NATHAN

I can always tell when she pops

into your mind. You get this

certain look on your face.

CAITLYN

Well, I would like to adopt them,

if you think it is best that is. I

don’t want them thinking I am

trying to take their mommies place.

NATHAN

They want you to be their mommy,

you make them feel safe. We

haven’t heard from Marissa since

she escaped and they don’t ask much

(MORE)
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NATHAN (cont’d)
about her after she did what she

did to them. They love you.

CAITLYN smiles and NATHAN kisses her then they head

downstairs

INT. COURTHOUSE- MORNING

CAITYLN and NATHAN sit at the table in front of the judge.

JOSH and RYAN sit between them

JUDGE

I have granted legal custody to

Caitlyn Ryan for the custody of

Josh and Ryan Jackson.

JOSH and RYAN both hug CAITLYN

NATHAN, CAITLYN, JOSH and RYAN all leave the courthouse

EXT. PLAYGROUND- END OF MARCH- AFTERNOON

CAITLYN is watching JOSH and RYAN play on the slides while

SALLY and NATHAN are setting up a picnic on the other side

of the playground

CAITLYN is standing facing the slide waiting for the boys to

come down when MARISSA comes up behind her

MARISSA

(Sarcastic tone)

Hello Caitlyn!

CAITLYN freezes, she knows the voice of the person who just

spoke. She is scared

The boys come down the slide at that time and CAITLYN grabs

them and hides them behind her as she slowly turns to face

MARISSA.

CAITLYN

(Shaky tone)

Um, Hi Marissa.

JOSH and RYAN both stay quiet behind CAITLYN

MARISSA is wild looking, her hair is all messed up and she

has a crazy look in her eyes
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MARISSA

(Crazy tone)

I know what you did!

CAITLYN just looks at MARISSA

MARISSA

(CONT.)

Don’t play dumb. I know you took my

babies and made them your own!

Isn’t it enough that you have

Nathan and are having a baby

yourself, did you really have to

take mine?

CAITLYN

It’s not like that. I only did it

for them.

CAITLYN continues to hide the boys behind her while she

tries to calm MARISSA down.

MARISSA is more angry then she was before

CAITLYN steps one step to the side and MARISSA pulls out a

gun and points it at her.

CAITLYN is terrified she knows MARISSA is crazy enough to

shoot her. She said she would kill her and now she was going

to.

CAITLYN

(Pleading)

Please Marissa.

CAITLYN nudges the boys to get them to climb back up the

slide. She stands in front of it so MARISSA can’t see them

MARISSA

(Angry tone)

I knew you were pregnant, and I

tried to make you think Nathan was

no good for you but that didn’t

work. I should have killed you then

but I felt bad about killing a

baby. But after what you did, I

think it is only fair to take your

baby since you took mine!

CAITLYN starts to cry. She is terrified. She thinks MARISSA

is going to kill her and her baby

(CONTINUED)
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Once CAITLYN knows the boys are up the slide she tries to

lure MARISSA away from the slide. She starts walking away

from the slide.

MARISSA

(Demanding tone)

STOP!

CAITLYN stops walking

CAITLYN

(Pleading)

Please Marissa. Can’t we talk about

this?

MARISSA

NO, I tried to keep you away but

you wouldn’t listen. So now you

will pay the price!

MARISSA pulls the trigger

Everything is in slow motion

CAITLYN closes her eyes as she gets hit in the top of her

right chest. She hits the ground and blacks out

NATHAN tackles MARISSA right as she pulls the trigger. He

knocks her out and gets the gun. Then he runs over to

CAITLYN. As he is trying to stop the bleeding he sees the

boys up the slide

NATHAN

(Panicking tone)

JOSH, RYAN! Go to Sally now!

The boys slide down and run over to SALLY who is heading to

see what is going on.

NATHAN calls 911 as he holds pressure on the wound.

NATHAN

Hang in there baby!

INT. HOSPITAL EMERGENCY ROOM- EVENING

CAITLYN opens her eyes and looks around

DR.HAMILTON

She is awake!

(CONTINUED)
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CAITLYN looks around for NATHAN. She has a tube in her

throat so she can’t speak. She tries to talk but can’t so

she starts to cry

DR.HAMILTON

(Demanding tone)

Get the tube out so she can talk!

The nurse takes the tube out. CAITLYN winces in pain

CAITLYN

(Raspy voice)

Where’s Nathan?

DR.HAMILTON

Go find Mr. Jackson!

The nurse goes out of the room

DR.HAMILTON

(CONT.)

Everything is going to be alright

miss. You have been shot and I am

trying to save you.

NATHAN walks in and puts his hand on CAITLYN’S shoulder

CAITLYN

(Raspy voice)

Nathan!

NATHAN

Shh. Save your voice.

CAITLYN looks at NATHAN like she is asking a question with

her expressions

NATHAN

The boys are fine, they are with

Sally and Marissa was arrested.

CAITLYN turns her head to the side and closes her eyes

INT. HOSPITAL RECOVERY ROOM- EVENING

CAITLYN tries to sit up and the movement startles NATHAN

who is sitting right beside her

NATHAN

Are you alright?

CAITLYN points to the cup on the table
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NATHAN hands CAITLYN the cup of water and she drinks a

little bit

NATHAN

Is that better?

CAITLYN

(Raspy voice)

Yes, What happened?

NATHAN hugs CAITLYN

NATHAN

Marissa shot you. I’m so sorry, I

should have been there. I got to

you right as she shot you, I

tackled her knocking her out and I

got the gun then ran to you. I seen

the boys up the slide and had them

run to Sally. Then I called 911.

You were unconscious the whole way

here. I was so scared I was going

to lose you and the baby.

CAITLYN sits up suddenly and grabs her stomach. It was no

longer big, there was no baby in there now

CAITLYN

(Panicky tone)

The baby! Where is she?

NATHAN

Calm down, She is fine. You went

into labor when you got shot. They

tried to stop it but they had to

deliver the baby in order to save

you both. The impact twisted her

and she had to come out cause she

wasn’t getting enough air. So while

one doctor delivered the baby the

other worked on stopping you from

bleeding to death.

CAITLYN lays back down. She looks confused, she don’t

remember anything about her baby being born and she hasn’t

got to see her yet

CAITLYN

Can I see her?

NATHAN

I will go see.

NATHAN leaves the room. CAITLYN just lays there
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A minute later NATHAN comes back. A young nurse is with him

and she is pushing a baby cube into the room. CAITLYN leans

up as the nurse picks the baby up and hands it to her. She

was small and had a little bit of dark colored hair

CAITLYN

She is beautiful!

CAITLYN begins to cry as she holds her baby girl for the

first time

NATHAN

(Smiling)

Just like you.

NATHAN leans down and kisses CAITLYN

While they are looking at the baby DR. HAMILTON comes in

DR.HAMILTON

You were lucky. A little more to

the left and you would have died

instantly.

CAITLYN just looks at the doctor.

CAITLYN

Thank you so much!

DR. HAMILTON smiles the leaves

SALLY, JOSH and RYAN come in to see the baby and CAITLYN

JOSH and RYAN look at the baby in CAITLYN’S arms

JOSH

What’s her name?

CAITLYN

Elizabeth Dawn. But you and Ryan

can call her Lizzie.

JOSH and RYAN smile and gently touch LIZZIE’S hands

JOSH AND RYAN

Hi Lizzie!



94.

INT. NATHANS LIVING ROOM-3 DAYS LATER- AFTERNOON

CAITLYN and NATHAN walk in the house.

MARIA and SALLY are hanging two banners. One says ’It’s a

girl’ and the other says ’Get well soon’

MARIA and SALLY give CAITLYN a hug.

CAITLYN and NATHAN sit on the couch.

JOSH and RYAN are playing and LIZZIE is sleeping in her seat

RYAN and JOSH come over to CAITLYN

RYAN

Caitlyn?

CAITLYN

Yes, Ryan.

RYAN

Thank you!

CAITLYN

For what?

RYAN

For saving Josh and me from our old

mommy.

CAITLYN gives RYAN and JOSH a hug

CAITLYN

That is what a mommy does. They

protect the ones they love.

JOSH and RYAN go back to playing. NATHAN puts his arms

around CAITLYN

NATHAN

Caitlyn, I’m sorry for not being

there again.

CAITLYN

It’s not your fault. You didn’t

know she was going to be there and

that she was going to shoot me.

NATHAN

I know. But I feel bad cause it

seems like I can’t never protect

you like I should.
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CAITLYN

Nathan, I love you and no matter

what happens and I always will.

NATHAN

I love you too.

NATHAN kisses CAITLYN

INT. LIVING ROOM- 1 WEEKS LATER- MORNING

NATHAN comes in and sits beside CAITLYN on the couch. She is

feeding LIZZIE. He has a concerned look on his face

CAITLYN

What’s wrong?

NATHAN looks at CAITLYN

CAITLYN

(CONT.)

Come on. What is it?

NATHAN

We got to go to court tomorrow. We

have to appear to file the charges

against Marissa. That is if you are

up for it, if not I will go.

NATHAN runs his hand through CAITLYN’S hair

CAITLYN

I will go.

NATHAN

You sure?

CAITLYN

Yes.

NATHAN kisses CAITLYN

INT. COURTROOM- NEXT MORNING

NATHAN and CAITLYN are sitting at the plaintiff table, SALLY

has JOSH, RYAN and LIZZIE and they are sitting right behind

them

MARISSA is escorted into the room. She is handcuffed and

ankle cuffed. She walks by CAITLYN and gives her an evil

look. Then sits at her table
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CAITLYN starts shaking

NATHAN

It’s alright. She won’t hurt you

anymore.

NATHAN holds CAITLYN’S hand

CAITLYN half smiles. You can see the fear on her face

The case starts and everyone tells their sides then the

JUDGE takes a recess and comes back out with the verdict.

NATHAN, CAITLYN and MARISSA are all standing as the JUDGE

announces his decision

JUDGE

I have ruled on behalf of the

plaintiff. I sentence the dependent

to life in prison!

MARISSA goes crazy and has to be escorted out of the room

As she is leaving she screams at CAITLYN

MARISSA

I will get you for this!

As they are escorting MARISSA out NATHAN turns to the JUDGE

NATHAN

May I approach the bench, your

honor?

JUDGE

Yes, you may.

NATHAN approaches the bench and you can hear what he tells

the JUDGE

NATHAN

Please, she isn’t right. I think

she should go somewhere she can get

the proper help.

The JUDGE looks at MARISSA then back at NATHAN and nods

NATHAN goes back to the table

JUDGE

I change the verdict. Instead of

prison I sentence Ms. Donovan to

the Mental Institute so she can

receive the proper help she needs.
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MARISSA went crazier then before so they took her away

LAWYER

We agree to the verdict and she

will not have any contact with

anyone for 1 year. Then she will be

evaluated and if she is better she

will be let out. BUT she will be

sent to prison once she gets out of

the institute. She has charges of

kidnapping, assault and attempted

murder on her record.

Before NATHAN and CAITLYN leaves the JUDGE makes another

verdict

JUDGE

Mr. Jackson, I have also approved

your petition for divorce on the

grounds that the other half is

crazy. You are legally divorced as

of today.

NATHAN kisses CAITLYN

NATHAN

I love you.

CAITLYN

I love you too.

NATHAN, CAITLYN, JOSH, RYAN, LIZZIE and SALLY all leave the

courtroom

INT. NATHANS LIVING ROOM- EVENING

CAITLYN and NATHAN are sitting on the couch, CAITLYN is

feeding LIZZIE

NATHAN

Thank you.

CAITLYN

For what?

NATHAN

For everything. Without you I

wouldn’t have my boys or Lizzie or

the love of my life.
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CAITLYN

Awe, that is sweet.

NATHAN

I’m just sorry I have put you

through so much. I never intended

for any of the bad things to

happen.

CAITLYN lays LIZZIE down once she finishes eating

CAITLYN

Nathan, Everything that happened,

happened for a reason. Even though

a lot of it was bad, there was a

lot of good that came from it. And

I wouldn’t change it for anything.

NATHAN leans over and starts kissing CAITLYN, he kisses her

as she runs her fingers through his hair.

NATHAN

So are you ready to become Mrs.

Caitlyn Jackson next month?

CAITLYN

I can’t wait.

The next few weeks go fast. SALLY and MARIA help CAITLYN

with all the wedding stuff. We see her trying on dresses and

looking at cakes and flowers

Then it is the day of the wedding

INT. BEACH BATHROOM- MAY 15TH-AFTERNOON

SALLY helping CAITLYN get ready. CAITLYN’S dress is

beautiful. It is long and strapless, it has layers and

sequence on it

CAITLYN, MARIA and SALLY are ready. JOSH and RYAN are with

NATHAN and CAITLYN is holding LIZZIE. MARIA heads out first

then SALLY then CAITLYN

EXT. BEACH- AFTERNOON

CAITLYN reaches NATHAN, SALLY takes LIZZIE and CAITLYN and

NATHAN hold hands while the preacher looks at them
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NATHAN

You look beautiful!

CAITLYN

So do you.

The preacher does the ceremony

We see all the people and everything but you don’t hear

anything but music playing.

PREACHER

I now pronounce you man and wife.

You may kiss the bride.

NATHAN leans in and kisses CAITLYN

Everyone stands and cheers as they turn and face everyone

EXT. BEACH RECEPTION- NIGHT

NATHAN and CAITLYN walking along the beach

NATHAN

So, How do you feel being married?

CAITLYN

I love it!

CAITLYN smiles at NATHAN

CAITLYN

(CONT.)

You know what?

NATHAN

What?

CAITLYN

I have been thinking.

NATHAN

Really? About what?

CAITLYN stops walking.

NATHAN stops and faces her

CAITLYN

After all we have been through. a

lot of people would say that our

love was never meant to be. And

(MORE)
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CAITLYN (cont’d)

they would say that we did it all

for nothing. But I would tell them

that no matter what happens, I know

our love can make it through

anything. We made it though so much

and nothing or no one will ever be

able to break the bond that we

have.

NATHAN holds CAITLYN close and kisses her.

JOSH and RYAN runs up to them and hugs their legs

JOSH AND RYAN

We love you.

CAITLYN

Awe, we love you too.

CAITLYN and NATHAN hug them back

SALLY walks over carrying LIZZIE.

CAITLYN takes LIZZIE from her then NATHAN, CAITLYN, LIZZIE,

JOSH and RYAN all walk up the shore in the moon light

CAITLYN

(V.O.)

My life was perfect now. And always

would be, for now I can truly see

how our love was really meant to

be.

FADE OUT:


